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A blow to Tea Party:

By Donna Cassata
Associated Press

It’s 50 years later and the
Tougaloo College campus
was teeming with students,
and not just its own, coming here from across the
country. They were here for
Freedom 50 to commemorate
the events of the summer of
1964 that proved pivotal in
the struggle for civil rights in
the United States.
They are also here to share
and learn how their generation can move the cause forward. Joining them were veterans of the movement, those
who actually participated in
Freedom Rides, sit-ins and
voter registration drives, all
in the face of known and
great danger.
Dr. Beverly Hogan welcomed all to retrace the
steps of history at Tougaloo,
which served as ground zero
for students. “Tougaloo will
always be that place to share
ideas and plan strategies” as
was done in 1964, she said.
She also welcomed the
press, so that the historic
events of this week would be
documented for the world to
see and read.
Civil Rights veteran Hollis
Watkins, national chairman
of Freedom 50, said Missis-
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Mayor Yarber and family celebrate together at the Jackson Convention Complex, June 21, 2014
See photos on page 5
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sippi was a closed society 50
years ago and people in control did anything and everything to maintain control and
keep the world out. Racism,
he said, was just a tool used
in domination and control.
Watkins is also chairman
of the Veterans of the Mississippi Civil Rights Movement, Inc.
When students descended on Mississippi in 1964,
they brought with them media attention. “This would
give media attention outside Mississippi to the rest
of the world about what
was happening here,” Watkins said. That attention, he
said, helped to bring change.
“The rest of the world would
help bring Mississippi out of
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Hank Thomas, Freedom 50 co-chair PHOTO BY STEPHANIE R. JONES
darkness,” he said. “It gave
us latitude and fear would be
diminished.”
Albert Sykes, The Young
People’s Project Advocacy
director and Freedom 50
Youth Congress organizer,
said, “Young people will
share what is plaguing their
lives and leave here with
strategies to work with.”
Hank Thomas, Freedom 50
National co-chair and Freedom Rider, said he “connects
the freedom struggle to that
of people all over the world
who are yoked by oppression…, in India, the Netherlands…, we are inextricably
bound with what they did.”
He said what started in
1964 ended in the signing of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964

and the Voting Rights Act of
1965. “All our efforts culminated with the first family
that’s in the White House today,” he said.
Derrick Johnson, Mississippi NAACP president and
Freedom 50 National cochair, said the conference
set the stage for recognizing
more work needs to be done
in the state. “We will be energized and learn from each
other and decide what will be
the next task going forward,”
he said.
Freedom 50 continues
through Saturday, June 28, at
Tougaloo and other sites. On
campus there are workshops
all day Thursday and Friday
on education, health care,
workers rights and voter
rights.
Some other notable names
participating in the conference include Robert Moses,
CEO of the Algebra Project
and Freedom 50 honorary
chair; David Dennis, director
of the Algebra Project Southern Initiative and Freedom
50 honorary co-chair; Marian Wright Edelman, founder
and president of the Chil-

Freedom Summer
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Youth Day celebration at Mount Nebo
Baptist Church encouraging youth
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WASHINGTON Washington’s political establishment
offered a sober assessment of the tea
party
movement
Wednesday
after
six-term Sen. Thad
Cochran’s narrow
win in Mississippi:
The upstarts are
down but not out.
“You cannot underestimate
the Cochran
a n t i - Wa s h i n g t o n
feeling which translates into anti-incumbency, and it’s
out there and it’s
viable,” Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz.,
told reporters at a
breakfast organized
by The Wall Street
Journal.
Still,
McCain
welcomed
Cochran’s comeback
win as historic after a nasty, costly McDaniel AP Photo/George Clark
primary that forced
a three-week sprint to Tues- already, if we keep following
day’s runoff. Cochran won the tea party we’re going to
with 6,693 votes (50.9 per- follow like Thelma and Loucent) over tea party favorite ise over a cliff,’” Schumer
Chris McDaniel, who has re- said at the same breakfast,
referring to the 1991 movie
fused to concede the race.
While McCain sees the tea of two women who tried to
party groups as a strong pres- outrun the law.
Unsuccessful in earlier Reence, Democratic Sen. Chuck
Schumer of New York argued publican primaries in Kenthat the grass-roots effort has
peaked.
Cochran wins
“I think mainstream ReContinued on page 6
publicans are saying ‘enough

By Stephanie R. Jones
Contributing Writer

“ Yo u t h
for
Christ:
Ye a r n i n g
for Him and
Learning for
Him”
was
the selected
theme for the Youth Day
celebration at Mount Nebo
Baptist Church in Jackson,
June 22, 2014.
Songs of Praise by the
youth/children’s choir were
electrifying and a warm
welcome was given by Malik Ealey.
Sagel Rhodes, in her occasion, said that the youth
day program was a grand
event because the calling of
God and the rising of youth
are so important.
Pastor John A. Wicks
sat on the first pew and
observed the youth of his
congregation leading the 11
a.m. service. He watched
with obvious pride.
Senior Circuit Judge Tomie Turner Green was the
speaker of the hour. She
was introduced by a group
of Mount Nebo youth who
are part of an internationally known club, AWANA
(Approved Workmen Are
Not Ashamed).

Next Week: CDF’s Chaney, Goodman,
Schwerner memorial day

This group introduced
Judge Green in a dramatization of a court room scene
that in the end gave a bio
of Judge Green’s achievements.
Green received several
standing ovations during
her message. She told the
youth and others in the
congregation, “Since this
is youth day, I want you to
visualize me as a little girl
trying to find my way.”
As a child, Green was a
member of Mt. Nebo. She
talked about the time when
parents had their children
sit on what is referred to as
the “mourner’s bench” until they are ready to accept
Christ and actually join the

church.
“My roots are deep here
at Mount Nebo,” she said.
“Your roots will determine
the length of your branches.”
She told the youth that
the Bible kept her grounded
and that at the age of 10, “a
man kidnapped” her soul;
she was speaking of Christ.
She encouraged the youth
to, “Read the Bible to be
wise, believe it to be safe
and practice it to be holy.”
Just prior to the benediction by Pastor Wicks, remarks were given by youth
leaders Glenda Grant, Cochanta Robinson and SaBrina Johnsson-Travis.
See photos on page 3.
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City of Jackson to host
1st annual fireworks
extravaganza
And other city news….

The Mississippi Link Newswire
The City of Jackson will host its first
annual fireworks extravaganza July 3,
5 p.m. to 9 p.m., at
Smith Wills Stadium,
1200 Lakeland Dr.
The event is free and
open to the public.
The extravaganza
will feature a 20-minute fireworks display
and entertainment for
children and adults,
including live music and space jumps. Washington
Food and crafts vendors also will be on
The sessions provide parsite.
ticipants in the program with
OTHER CITY NEWS:
immediate access to job op• Christopher G. Wash- portunities. Each month,
ington III, the 2013-2014 major companies are invitMayor’s Youth Council ed for the purpose of interpresident, participated as viewing and potentially hira panelist representing the ing prospective candidates.
‘Jobs for Jacksonians’ is
youth council in the Misan
initiative created to prosissippi Municipal League
vide
accessible information
Youth Track 2014, June 24.
on
employment
opportuniHe joined Mayor Tony
ties
for
city
residents,
ofYarber, civil rights leader
fering
an
array
of
services
Myrlie Evers and other panelists during the MML Con- and training opportunities
to assist participants. Parference held in Biloxi.
The Medgar and Myrlie ticipants must dress proEvers Institute partnered fessionally and bring a rewith the MML to host the sume.
The recruiting sessions
Youth Track session. The
also
offered job readiness
topic was “Today’s Leaders
workshops,
job search and
Bridging the Gap for Tomorplacement
assistance
and
row’s Future.”
an
annual
job
fair.
Other
Washington graduated as
the 2014 class valedictorian services, such as assistance
with writing a professional
from Lanier High School.
• The Jobs for Jacksoni- resume, leadership and proans Recruiting sessions will fessional development and
continue through June 27 in interviewing improvement
the conference room of the techniques, were provided.
For more information,
Department of Human and
contact
Jonathan Barnett
Cultural Services at the Meat
(601)
960-0377.
trocenter Mall.
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Mt. Nebo Baptist Church

Youth Day Celebration
June 22 • Jackson, Miss.
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New reality show filmed
in King Edwards Hotel in
downtown Jackson
By Stephanie R. Jones
Contributing Writer
While many Jacksonians wait to
see themselves on the big screen
later this summer in the James
Brown biopic “Get on Up!”, there’s
another group in town taking a shot
at the small screen.
About 100 women and some
men showed up Sunday afternoon,
June 15, at the King Edward Hotel
in downtown Jackson to serve as
extras in a scene being filmed for a
new reality TV show.
The scene set in the lavishly
decorated second-floor ballroom
of the hotel is about a man who is
shifting to a new vocation, joining
with his cousin/friend to become an
event planner, and he is putting on
his first big event.
The person behind the project is
Daniel James III. Viewers of reality TV may remember him from
the Animal Planet show “Hillbilly
Handfishin,’” in which teams of
two from urban areas competed in
the Southern sport of catching catfish using only their hands and feet.
A role in that show’s 2012 season
earned James, who lives in Los Angeles, the reputation of the loudest
screamer because he had no knowledge of handfishing and was quite
uncomfortable with all that came
with being outside in rural Oklahoma where filming took place, along
with the mud, bugs, snakes, and an
assortment of pesky critters.
James and his teammate did not
win the competition but producers
were impressed with him, enough
so that James was offered his own
spinoff show. His new show has
nothing to do with fishing, however.
It’s about his life as a funeral director in Seattle. That show is still in
development.
Meanwhile James has developed
a new show with his cousin Collette
Reed and best friend Earl Williams,
both event planners. Sunday’s tap-

The cast in a scene for an upcoming reality show includes Collette Reed,
creator Daniel James III, Earl Williams and Jeannie Toothman. PHOTO BY
STEPHANIE JONES

ing will be a part of that show.
It’s about Reed and Williams
merging their businesses and doing
their first job together.
“They both have owned their
own businesses for a long time and
this is their first event as a newly
merged business,” James said. “It
shows the ups and downs and ins
and outs of the merger. He’s the
boss, she’s the boss, so there are issues. He’s my friend and she’s my
cousin, so I have to remain neutral.
So you can just imagine.”
He said he chose the location
because he wanted a quintessential
Southern atmosphere for the event.
“Mississippi is home to me and
Jackson especially is the perfect
place to capture essence of the hospitality of the South,” James said.
James, a native of Gulfport, is
a 2004 graduate of Jackson State
University where he studied business. Before his break into reality
television, he worked as a flight attendant and hotel manager as well
as a funeral director.
Since this is reality TV, the filming was of an actual event where
three local women were being honored for their roles in the community.
They were Mosie “Mama”
Burks, matriarch of the Mississippi
Mass Choir; Monica Braxton, first

lady of Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church in Gulfport, where
her husband Ken Braxton is pastor; and Audrey Wiley, co-owner
of Westhaven Memorial Funeral
Home and a real estate agent in
Jackson.
Most of those involved are
people who know James, who is a
member of the Mississippi Mass
Choir.
His partner in event planning is
Jerrica Stimage, who is the hostess
of the event. Lillian Lilly of Mississippi Mass choir sings as do JerMichael Riley and Carol Watts and 5
Shades of Black.
Helping coordinate the event
were Selket Myles and YolandaClay Moore. CC Moore coordinated the music.
To keep true to Southern style,
the women were asked to wear
their Sunday-best, going-to-church
dresses and hats, and that they did.
The ladies all wore elaborate widebrimmed hats to match their brightly colored dresses.
Natasha Jones, wearing a combination of fushia and animal prints,
said this was her first television endeavor. Daniel told her about it and
it sounded like fun, she said.
Stephanie R. Jones can be
reached at srjones13@gmail.com
or (601) 260-4232.
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Classical soprano DeAnna Tisdale wows crowd
6 • the mississippi link

By Stephanie R. Jones
Contributing Writer

Classical soprano DeAnna
Tisdale, a recent graduate
of the Boston Conservatory,
wowed a crowd at the Belhaven Center for the Arts
during her Jackson recital.
It was an evening rarely
witnessed by many of those
in attendance June 19 - a
young African American
woman from Jackson singing opera not only in English, but in Russian and
German as well. Some of
the words perhaps were not
understood but that was no
barrier to understanding the
strength and beauty of Tisdale’s voice.
Tisdale’s performance included works by composers
Sergie Rachmaninoff and
Richard Strauss as well as
the works of noted African
American composers Florence B. Price, the first black
woman in the U.S. to be
recognized as a symphonic
composer, Undine S. Moore,
Charles Lloyd and John W.
Work Jr.
Joining the program for
“An Enchanted Evening with
Classical Soprano DeAnna Tisdale” were a few of
her friends and colleagues:
Pianist Yelena Beriyeva of

June 26 - July 2, 2014

Boston, cellist
William
G. Walker of
Chicago, coloratura
Evelyn Tsen of
Minneapolis,
Bass Tyrone
Hayes of New
Orleans, and
soprano Tara
Melvin
of
New Orleans.
While
the
Dr. Phyllis Lewis-Hale, vocal instructor
event was im- Soprano DeAnna Tisdale with others who performed with her. (L to R) and director of opera at Jackson State
portant for the Tara Melvin, pianist Yelena Beriyeva, lyric coloratura Evelyn Tsen and University, says DeAnna has a bright Eva Jones, attending her first opera recital, was in
performers, it bass Tyrone Hayes. PHOTOS BY STEPHANIE JONES
awe of DeAnna’s performance.
future ahead.
was equally so
for many in the audience.
performance. “I am just in largest crowd she has ever library on Northside Drive wants to help build a colTisdale, a Murrah High awe,” Jones said. “To see performed in front of. “I named in honor of Charles lege of music at Tougaloo so
School and Tougaloo Col- a young black woman from haven’t had a recital here in Tisdale.
young people don’t have to
lege graduate, is the daugh- Mississippi singing opera, at least three years, and this
“(Evelyn Tsen) said as she go to Boston,” Alice Tisdale
ter of Jackson Advocate pub- and signing in all those lan- is the biggest crowd ever,” took a photo she saw orbs said.
lisher Alice Tisdale and the guages. I am amazed and so Tisdale said.
of light in the camera and
DeAnna Tisdale also holds
late Charles Tisdale.
glad I came.”
She initially set out to she felt that was my father’s a master of music degree in
Dr. Phyllis Lewis-Hale,
Clotie Graves, who has study prelaw but decided presences with me,” she vocal performance from the
director of Opera at Jackson known Tisdale all her life to follow her passion for said, adding that her father University of Southern MisState University has fol- said she was proud of her music, especially after her listened to lots of classical sissippi. She is associate
lowed Tisdale through the accomplishments. “I helped father’s death. “He always music as she was growing publisher of the Jackson Adyears. “She has truly grown. raise DeAnna, used to take followed his passion,” she up. “I certainly am thinking vocate.
Her delivery is honest and her on trips,” Graves said. said of her father, who was of him tonight and his presNext on her agenda is a trip
sincere,” Lewis-Hale said. “Her performance was won- known for his fierce and fi- ence is with me.”
in July to Nova Scotia, Can“She has a bright future derful. She has grown into a ery fight for human rights
The event was organized ada, to perform in “Rusalka”
ahead of her if she keeps beautiful opera singer.”
and justice through his by her mother who argu- by Antonin Dvorak. The opmoving forward and gives a
Tisdale was all smiles af- writings and work with his ably smiled the most during era is the story of the Little
100 percent commitment to ter the performance as she newspaper.
the evening. “We just thank Mermaid.
making it in the business.”
Stephanie R. Jones can be
was blanketed with bouTisdale said earlier in the everyone for coming out
Eve Jones said she was quets of roses. She said the day she attended a June- and supporting DeAnna and reached at srjones13@gmail.
attending her first opera Belhaven gathering was the teenth event at the public we are so proud of her. She com or (601) 260-4232.

Cochran wins
Continued from page 1

tucky, Georgia and North
Carolina, outside conservative organizations and tea
party groups had invested
millions in Mississippi in
hopes of knocking out Cochran. They have few chances to reverse the trend in the
remaining contests before
November’s elections.
Tuesday’s results left them
fuming.
“Unfortunately in Mississippi, nefarious campaign
tactics seem to have won the
day over ideas and a bold
conservative vision,” said
Taylor Budowich, executive
director of Tea Party Express. “We thank Senator
Chris McDaniel for courageously standing up to the
political machine. In politics,
the righteous are not always
victorious, but Americans
across the country appreciate
the values that his campaign
was built upon.”
In another setback for the
tea party, two-term Rep.
James Lankford of Oklahoma won the GOP nomination
in the race to succeed Sen.
Tom Coburn, who is stepping down with two years
left in his term. In the solidly
Republican state, Lankford
is all but assured of becoming the next senator. Part
of the House GOP leadership, Lankford defeated
T.W. Shannon, a member of
the Chickasaw Nation and
the state’s first black House
speaker, who was backed by
former vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin and Texas
Sen. Ted Cruz, two stalwarts
of the right.
The Republican establishment blames the tea party movement and outside
groups for costing it Senate
seats - and majority control -

in 2010 and 2012. Leaders in
Washington were determined
to avoid the same fate this
election cycle, when they
have a legitimate shot at netting the six seats to control
the Senate. Cochran’s win
goes a long way to helping
the GOP achieve its goal.
Earlier this month, McDaniel had beaten the veteran lawmaker in the initial
primary round but had fallen
short of the majority needed
for nomination. In the days
leading to the runoff, Cochran and his allies highlighted his seniority while
McDaniel argued that Cochran was part of a blight of
federal overspending.
In a last-ditch effort, Cochran reached out to traditionally Democratic voters
- blacks and union members
- who could cast ballots in
the runoff. That possible factor in Cochran’s victory was
cited by critics in days and
weeks to come.
At the Cochran party,
Ronny Barrett, a 56-year-old
mechanic from Jackson, said
that until the June 3 primary, he had always voted for
Democrats, but he decided
to support Cochran after following news coverage and
talking to friends.
“Sen. Cochran has done
a lot of things for the black
community, and a lot of people in the black community
might not know that,” said
Barrett, who is black.
Cochran, a stalwart of the
Senate Appropriations Committee, has funneled billions
to his home state, one of the
poorest in the nation, since
he won a U.S. House seat in
President Richard Nixon’s
GOP wave of 1972 and then
was elected to the Senate in

1978.
The Mississippi contest
was the marquee race on a
busy June primary day.
In New York’s Harlem and
upper Manhattan, 84-yearold Democratic Rep. Charles
Rangel, a 22-term congressman and the third-most-senior member of the House,
defeated state Sen. Adriano
Espaillat with 47 percent
of the vote. Two years ago,
Rangel prevailed in the primary by fewer than 1,100
votes.
In Colorado, former Rep.
Bob Beauprez won a crowded gubernatorial primary
that included 2008 presidential candidate Tom Tancredo,
an immigration opponent.
That was welcome news to
national Republicans who
feared that Tancredo could
be a drag on the GOP ticket
in November. Beauprez will
face Democratic Gov. John
Hickenlooper.
In Mississippi, outside
groups, from tea party organizations to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, spent
some $12 million on the GOP
Senate runoff. Former Green
Bay Packers quarterback and Gulfport, Mississippi,
native - Brett Favre called
the 76-year-old Cochran a
“proven and respected leader” in one Chamber ad.
In November, Cochran
will face Democrat Travis
Childers, a former congressman, in the heavily Republican state.
AP writers Erica Werner in
Washington and Emily Wagster Pettus in Jackson, Miss.,
Jack Elliott in Morton, Miss.,
Jeff Amy in Taylorsville,
Miss., and Alex Sanz in Hattiesburg, Miss., contributed
to this report.
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well. A film festival will be
held daily featuring films
about the Civil Rights Movement.
For a complete schedule of

events, go to www.freedom50.
org.
Stephanie R. Jones can be
reached at srjones13@gmail.
com or (601) 260-4232.
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West to Putin: Prove commitment to Ukraine peace
By Lynn Berry
The Associated Press
MOSCOW - The Kremlin
on June 25, 2014 renounced
the right to send troops into
Ukraine and voiced support
for a peace plan, but the West
said Russia must do much
more to stop the fighting in
eastern Ukraine if it wants to
avoid a new, more crippling
round of sanctions.
A cease-fire, already fragile, is set to expire Friday, the
same day that Ukraine signs a
pivotal economic agreement
with the European Union and
the day that the EU and U.S.
may consider further punitive
measures against Russia.
After months of upheaval,
this much is clear: The West
appears to accept that it can
do nothing about Russia’s
annexation of Crimea, while
Moscow seems resigned to
Ukraine signing the sweeping
trade pact that will bind the
country more closely to the
EU.
It was the former Ukrainian
president’s abrupt decision
late last year to back out of the
EU deal under pressure from
Russia that triggered the current crisis.
But much uncertainty still
surrounds the future of eastern Ukraine, where government troops are battling armed
Moscow-backed separatists.
The cease-fire has been repeatedly interrupted by fight-

ing since it went into force last
Friday.
At Putin’s request, the Russian parliament rescinded a
resolution that had empowered him to intervene militarily in Ukraine. Putin said his
request was intended to support the peace process.
U.S. and European governments welcomed the step but
said it was not enough.
“Now we believe it’s critical
for President Putin to prove by
his actions, not just his words,
that he is indeed fully committed to peace,” U.S. Secretary
of State John Kerry said at a
meeting of diplomats from
NATO nations in Brussels.
The same message was delivered by the German chancellor and the NATO chief.
Behind the scenes, meanwhile, the leaders of France,
Germany and Ukraine spoke
with Putin for more than an
hour in a conference call.
The four agreed that a
mechanism needs to be set
up to oversee the cease-fire,
German Chancellor Angela
Merkel’s spokesman said. A
statement issued by French
President Francois Hollande
said he and Merkel encouraged Putin to work with
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko to put such a mechanism in place.
The Kremlin said that Putin
once again called for extending the cease-fire and sitting

Ukrainian Foreign Minister Pavlo Klimkin, left, speaks with NATO Secretary
General Anders Fogh Rasmussen, center, and U.S. Secretary of State John
Kerry, second right, during a meeting of the NATO-Ukraine Commission at
NATO headquarters in Brussels on Wednesday, June 25, 2014. AP Photo/

Virginia Mayo

down for talks. Putin has argued that Ukraine’s demand
that the rebels lay down their
weapons within a week was
unrealistic because they fear
reprisals.
The cease-fire is set to expire Friday morning. On
Tuesday, however, Poroshenko warned that he may end
the truce ahead of time after
the rebels used a shoulderfired missile to shoot down a
Ukrainian military helicopter,
killing nine servicemen.
In eastern Ukraine, residents
said fighting raged as recently
as Wednesday morning around
the city of Slovyansk, where

at least one woman died when
a mortar bomb tore through
the roof of her house. AP reporters who visited Slovyansk
saw fresh damage from the
fighting, and witnesses said
that rebels fired on government positions just outside
the city, drawing retaliatory
fire that damaged some residential buildings.
Kerry listed the specific
steps that the West expects
Putin to take to show his
commitment to peace: stop
the flow of weapons and
fighters from Russia to
Ukraine, publicly call on
the separatists to lay down

Justices: ‘Get a warrant’
to search cellphones
By Mark Sherman
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) -- In
a strong defense of digital
age privacy, a unanimous
Supreme Court ruled June
25 that police may not generally search the cellphones
of people they arrest without
first getting search warrants.
Cellphones are powerful
devices unlike anything else
police may find on someone
they arrest, Chief Justice
John Roberts said for the
court. Because the phones
contain so much information, police must get a warrant before looking through
them, Roberts said.
“Modern cellphones are
not just another technological convenience. With all
they contain and all they may
reveal, they hold for many
Americans the privacies of
life,” Roberts said.
The message to police
about what they should do
before rummaging through a
cellphone’s contents following an arrest is simple. “Get
a warrant,” Roberts said.
The chief justice acknowledged that barring searches
would affect law enforcement, but said: “Privacy
comes at a cost.”
The court chose not to extend earlier rulings that allow
police to empty a suspect’s
pockets and examine whatever they find to ensure officers’ safety and prevent the
destruction of evidence.
The Obama administration and the state of California, defending the cellphone
searches, said cellphones
should have no greater protection from a search than
anything else police find.
But the defendants in these
cases, backed by civil libertarians, librarians and news
media groups, argued that
cellphones, especially smartphones, are increasingly
powerful computers that can
store troves of sensitive personal information.

FILE - This April 29, 2014 file photo shows a Supreme Court visitor using his cellphone to take a photo of the
court in Washington (AP Photo, File)
“By recognizing that the
digital revolution has transformed our expectations of
privacy, today’s decision is
itself revolutionary and will
help to protect the privacy
rights of all Americans,”
American Civil Liberties
Union legal director Steven
Shapiro said.
In the cases decided
Wednesday, one defendant
carried a smartphone, while
the other carried an older flip
phone.
Roberts said the comparison to packages of cigarettes
and other items that were at
issue in the earlier cases is
not apt.
A ride on horseback and a
flight to the moon both “are
ways of getting from point
A to point B, but little else
justifies lumping them together,” he said.
Authorities
concerned
about the destruction of evidence can take steps to prevent the remote erasure of a
phone’s contents or the activation of encryption, Roberts
said.
One exception to the warrant requirement left open
by the decision is a case in

which officers reasonably
fear for their safety or the
lives of others.
Justice
Samuel
Alito
joined in the judgment, but
wrote separately to say he
would prefer elected lawmakers, not judges, decide
matters of privacy protection
in the 21st century. Elected
officials “are in a better position than we are to assess and
respond to the changes that
have already occurred and
those that almost certainly
will take place in the future,”
Alito said.
The two cases arose after arrests in San Diego and
Boston.
In San Diego, police found
indications of gang membership when they looked
through
defendant
David Leon Riley’s Samsung
smartphone.
Prosecutors
used video and photographs
found on the smartphone to
persuade a jury to convict
Riley of attempted murder
and other charges. California
courts rejected Riley’s efforts
to throw out the evidence and
upheld the convictions.
The court ordered the California Supreme Court to take

a new look at Riley’s case.
In Boston, a federal appeals court ruled that police
must have a warrant before
searching arrestees’ cellphones.
Police arrested Brima Wurie on suspicion of selling
crack cocaine, checked the
call log on his flip phone
and used that information to
determine where he lived.
When they searched Wurie’s
home and had a warrant,
they found crack, marijuana, a gun and ammunition.
The evidence was enough to
produce a conviction and a
prison term of more than 20
years.
The appeals court ruled for
Wurie, but left in place a drug
conviction for selling cocaine
near a school that did not depend on the tainted evidence.
That conviction also carried
a 20-year sentence. The administration appealed the
court ruling because it wants
to preserve the warrantless
searches following arrest.
The justices upheld that
ruling.
The cases are Riley v. California, 13-132, and U.S. v.
Wurie, 13-212.

their arms, withdraw Russian
forces from the border and
help secure the release of observers from the Organization
for Security and Cooperation
in Europe who have been held
in eastern Ukraine for weeks.
“Until Russia fully makes
that kind of commitment to
the peace process and to the
stability of Ukraine, the United States and Europe are compelled to continue to prepare
greater costs, including tough
economic sanctions, with the
hope that they will not have to
be used,” Kerry said.
Merkel told lawmakers that
the EU will do everything
possible to find a diplomatic
resolution, but “if nothing else
helps, sanctions could return to
the daily agenda.”
Two previous rounds of U.S.
and EU sanctions imposed asset freezes and travel bans on
members of Putin’s inner circle
over Russia’s annexation of
Crimea. The next round, which
would affect entire sectors of

the Russian economy, could be
far more crippling.
NATO
Secretary-General
Anders Fogh Rasmussen said
after a meeting of NATO foreign ministers that they endorsed a package of measures
to bolster Ukraine’s military.
Alexei Arbatov, the head of
the Center for International
Security at the Russian Academy of Sciences, wrote in the
daily Nezavisimaya Gazeta
that the Ukrainian crisis can
be resolved only through compromise, or else “the country
will be torn into pieces with
grave political and social consequences for Europe and the
entire world.”
Putin has called on Ukraine
to adopt constitutional amendments and other legal changes
that would protect the rights
of Russian-speakers in the
east. Poroshenko promised
on Wednesday to propose
amendments offering broader
powers to the country’s regions.

Researcher charged in major
HIV vaccine fraud case
By Ryan J. Foley
Associated Press
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) -- Responding to a major case of research
misconduct, federal prosecutors have
taken the rare step of filing charges
against a scientist after he admitted
falsifying data that led to millions in
grants and hopes of a breakthrough
in AIDS vaccine research.
Investigators say former Iowa
State University laboratory manager
Dong-Pyou Han has confessed to
spiking samples of rabbit blood with
human antibodies to make an experimental HIV vaccine appear to have
great promise. After years of work
and millions in National Institutes of
Health grants, another laboratory uncovered irregularities that suggested
the results - once hailed as groundbreaking - were bogus.
Han was indicted last week on
four counts of making false statements, each of which carries up to
five years in prison. He was set to
be arraigned June 24 in Des Moines,
but he didn’t show up due to an apparent paperwork mix-up. A prosecutor said Han will be given another
chance to appear next week.
Han, 57, didn’t return a message
left at his home in Cleveland, where
he’s been living since resigning
from the university last fall. A native of South Korea, he surrendered
his passport following his arrest and
initial court appearance in Ohio last
week.
Experts said the fraud was extraordinary and that charges are rarely
brought in such cases. The National
Institutes of Health said it’s reviewing what impact the case has had on
the research it funds.
“It’s an important case because it
is extremely rare for scientists found
to have committed fraud to be held
accountable by the actual criminal
justice system,” said Ivan Oransky,
co-founder of Retraction Watch,
which tracks research misconduct.
Oransky, a journalist who also has
a medical degree, said there have
been only a handful of similar prosecutions in the last 30 years.
He said Han’s case was “particularly brazen” and noted that charges
are rarely brought because the U.S.
Office of Research Integrity, which
investigates misconduct, doesn’t
have prosecution authority, and most
cases involve smaller amounts of
money.
“It’s a pretty extraordinary case
involving clear, intentional falsification,” added Mike Carome, a consumer advocate and director of Public Citizen’s Health Research Group.
“The wool was pulled over many
people’s eyes.”
Carome noted that Han’s misconduct wasted tax dollars and caused
researchers to chase a false lead. He
said such cases also undermine the
public’s trust in researchers.
Finding an HIV vaccine remains

a top international scientific priority.
A 2009 study in Thailand is the only
one ever to show a modest success,
protecting about a third of recipients
against infection. That’s not good
enough for general use, so researchers continue exploring numerous approaches.
According to the indictment,
Han’s misconduct caused colleagues
to make false statements in a federal
grant application and progress reports to NIH.
The NIH paid out $5 million under that grant as of earlier this month.
Iowa State has agreed to pay back
NIH nearly $500,000 for the cost of
Han’s salary.
Han’s misconduct dates to when
he worked at Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland under Michael Cho, who was leading a team
testing an experimental HIV vaccine
on rabbits.
Starting in 2008, Cho’s team received initial NIH funding for the
work. Cho reported soon that his
vaccine was causing rabbits to develop antibodies to HIV, which left NIH
officials “flabbergasted,” according
to a criminal complaint against Han.
Cho’s team sent blood samples in
2009 to Duke University researchers, who verified the apparent positive impact on the vaccinated rabbits. The confirmation was seen as
“a major breakthrough in HIV/AIDS
vaccine research,” according to the
complaint.
Iowa State recruited Cho in 2009,
and with his team - including Han
- he soon received a five-year NIH
grant to continue the research. The
team kept reporting progress. But
in January 2013, a team at Harvard
University found the promising results had been achieved with rabbit
blood spiked with human antibodies.
An investigation by Iowa State
pinpointed Han, after he was caught
sending more spiked samples to
Duke University. In a Sept. 30, 2013
confession letter, Han said he started
the fraud in 2009 “because he wanted (results) to look better” and that
he acted alone.
“I was foolish, coward, and not
frank,” he wrote.
Cho has said he was devastated
and angered that he wasted years
on the research, but he has vowed to
continue his work. He has not been
accused of any wrongdoing.
Stephen Brown, medical director for the AIDS Research Alliance,
said the case highlights the fierce
competition to win increasingly
scarce NIH research funding.
“Han’s case also indicates the
need for greater transparency and
oversight of the peer review funding
process, which is cloaked in secrecy
and often leads to large sums being
given to favored organizations, despite a lack of output,” Brown said
in a statement.
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Power APAC Performing Arts
is designated an Exemplary
School for 2014 – 2016 by the
Arts Schools Network
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Power APAC Performing Arts
complex is one of 19 schools designated Exemplary Schools for
2014–2016 by the Arts Schools
Network (ASN). ASN is the nation’s largest professional membership organization of specialized arts schools. The organization
created the designation to honor
member schools’ excellence in
continuing improvement and to
recognize their efforts in strategic
evaluation of purpose, operations,
and educational programs.
“This is a tremendous honor
comparable to our Kennedy
Center recognition,” said Power
APAC Principal Dr. Marlynn
Martin. “I am proud of the Power
APAC family, community, teachers and students for this great recognition nationally.”
Power APAC currently serves
approximately 600 students in
grades 4-12 in academics and
performing arts. The school has
received a number of awards and
honors in recent years, including:
• 4 consecutive years as Jackson Public School highest ranking
of STAR and newly designated
“A” School under the Mississippi
Department of Education Accountability System
• 5 consecutive years of JPS
MAPE Partnership Excellence
Award
• 2013 Mississippi Title I Distinguished School Award
• 2011 John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts National
Schools of Distinction in Arts
Education Award
• 2010 MS Alliance for Arts
Education School of Excellence
Arts Program Award
• 2010 JPS Golden Achievement Award.

www.mississippilink.com

JROTC Cadets complete
National Flight Academy
AIR Ambition program

Power APAC Performing Arts Complex

Participating in the NFA program were (standing, from left) Jaquan Walker, Jim Hill; Vivian Sandifer, Murrah; Chelsea Dortch, Murrah; Haley Rucker, Murrah; Marquez Wilkerson, Wingfield; Aya Johnson, Jim Hill; Meshanna Marzette, Jim Hill; Mya Brown, Jim Hill; and Allen Cooper, Wingfield; (sitting, from left) Estrella Bucio, Jim Hill; Te’Ravius
Wiley, Wingfield; Nwaynah Littleton, Jim Hill; Raquan Young, Wingfield; and Denisse Bucio, Jim Hill.
The Mississippi Link Newswire
A group of 14 JPS JROTC
cadets successfully completed the National Flight Academy’s AIR Ambition program
conducted at the Pensacola
(Florida) Naval Air Station
from May 25 through May
30, 2014.
The National Flight Academy (NFA) is designed to address the serious concerns of
declining Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
(STEM) skills and standards
in our country.
The Academy’s mission
is to inspire students who
subsequently return to their
original schools and seek out
the more challenging courses
in science, technology, engineering, and math. Disciplines include aerodynamics,
propulsion, navigation, communications, flight physiology and meteorology, along

with core values, teamwork,
and leadership skills development.
The cadets successfully
met challenges in mathematics related to navigation and
flight planning. They also
applied principals of physics
and aeronautical engineering
to manage aircraft simulators
in performing difficult tasks.
The cadets exercised communication,
collaboration,
problem-solving and critical
thinking skills to plan, control and execute highly complex missions under stressful
conditions.
Cadet Allen Cooper, a rising senior at Wingfield High
School, elaborated on his
experience at the National
Flight Academy.
“I learned a lot about aviation such as movements and
terminology. I got the chance
to fly a simulator of an ex-

perimental jet. It was very
exciting learning to control
the jet.”
Col. (Ret.) Paul Willis, Director, JPS JROTC, was very
proud of these cadets and
their accomplishments.
“To my knowledge, these
are the first JPS JROTC cadets to attend this course
and we certainly intend to
provide this opportunity to
more cadets in the future,”
said Col. Willis. “This is part
of our continuing effort to
expose our cadets to meaningful experiences, which
enhance their personal development and academic skills.”
The course costs $1,250
per student, however, students could apply for scholarships. All JPS JROTC
cadets attending the course
in 2014 applied for and received scholarships to cover
the full cost of the course.

JPS STEM Camp Students
Learn ‘Rocket Science’ on
Stennis Space Center Tour

JPS students in STEM camps during a field trip to the Stennis Space Center.
The Mississippi Link Newswire
JPS students participating
in CESTEME (Center of Excellence in STEM Education
) Summer Immersion Camp,
CESTEME Summer Bridge
Camp and The Unite PreEngineering Camp attended a
field trip to the Stennis Space
Center on June 10, 2014.
The John C. Stennis Space
Center is NASA’s largest rocket testing facility. It is located
in Hancock County, Miss., on
the banks of the Pearl River
at the Mississippi-Louisiana
border.
The tour guided students

through the “Buffer Zone” and
the “Fee Area” of the facility.
One tour highlight was the
Pearl River Lock and Dam.
This canal is used to import
and export the engines because they are simply too
large and heavy to be driven
on highways and interstates.
The students also toured the
site of the Engine Test Stands.
These massive structures,
standing between 275 and 295
feet, conduct stage engine testing. Temperatures can reach
nearly 5,000 degrees and can
sound as loud as 52,500 race
car engines starting at the

same time.
The tour was concluded
with the “Great Nations Dare”
scavenger hunt, which challenged the students on the history and evolution of planet
earth, American and world
facts, and NASA trivia questions.
CESTEME is a partnership between Jackson Public
Schools, Jackson State University and Hinds Community
College. It is funded by the
Department of Defense and
exists to increase STEM academic abilities of high school
students.
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Maysami named dean of JSU
College of Business; JSU to
hold welcome reception July 1
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Dr. Ramin Cooper Maysami,
an accomplished researcher and
university administrator, has
been named dean of Jackson
State University’s College of
Business.
Maysami comes to JSU from
the University of North Carolina
at Pembroke, where he served as
dean and professor of economics and finance at the School
of Business Administration. He
previously served as the chair of
Economics, Finance, and Decision Sciences department and
was the founding director of
the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies. During his tenure
as dean, Maysami successfully
led the initial accreditation of
the Business School by the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB)
International.
Maysami joined UNCP in
2003 following a nine-year stay
in Singapore, where he conducted research in financial services
and regulation and served as a
consultant to several financial
institutions and government
agencies, in addition to teaching
in the country’s premier school
of business, Nanyang Business
School. He also served as the director of the Interest-Free Banking and Finance Research Unit
and the associate director of the
Central Banking Policies Research Unit. Prior to his time in
Singapore, he taught at the University of Illinois at Springfield.
Maysami’s
appointment,
which is effective July 1, has
been approved by the Mississippi Board of Trustees for the
State Institutions of Higher
Learning.
“Dr. Maysami brings a wealth

Dr. Ramin Cooper Maysami (second from right) is the new dean of
JSU’s College of Business
of teaching, research and leadership experience to the College
of Business,” said Provost and
Vice President for Academic
and Student Affairs James C.
Renick. “He is an innovative
leader with global experience
who has been highly effective at
cultivating the next generation
of business professionals.”
Maysami is an avid researcher
and writer. His areas of research
include regulation of financial
institutions, interest-free banking and finance, entrepreneurship, and recently, online teaching and learning.
His publications appear in academic journals as well as professional/practitioners journals.
He is the co-editor of the Journal
of International Business Research and Practice, member of
the editorial board of the International Journal of Sustainable
Strategic Management, and a
regular reviewer and discussant
for academic conferences and
journals.
He is the recipient of several
awards including UNCP’s Out-

standing Teacher Award and the
Adolph L. Dial Endowed Award
in the area of Scholarship and
Creative Work.
“I am delighted to join the
JSU team and the College of
Business. During my visits I was
impressed by the professionalism of the faculty and staff, who
showed their genuine dedication
to the College of Business, and
I am looking forward to working closely with them to take the
college to the next level of excellence,” Maysami said. “I also
enjoyed my interaction with students, who displayed not only
practical knowledge, but also
the skills to succeed in a competitive business environment.”
Maysami said he envisions
the College of Business to be
in the forefront of professional
engagement in Jackson and the
surrounding area.
“Continued success entails
getting out into the community,
whether it is for fundraising
and friends-raising, or to identify opportunities for student
internships and linking up with

existing or budding businesses,”
he said. “We will also certainly
reach out to our alumni and will
benefit from engaging them.”
Maysami is a promoter of
well-designed and well-executed teaching with technology.
As a member of a UNCP-East
Carolina University three-person team, he recently designed
and delivered the first MOOC
(Massive Open Online Course)
for the 17-campus University of
North Carolina System.
He has also received and
administered several teaching with technology grants. He
said he was impressed with the
extensive and responsible use
of technology at JSU and looks
forward to working with university’s tech team.
Maysami earned his bachelor’s, master’s and Ph.D. degrees from Iowa State University, and received his CPF license
from the Financial Planning Association of Singapore.
“This is an exciting opportunity for me professionally and
personally,” Maysami said. “My
family and I have been warmly
welcomed as new members of
the Jackson State family and
we are grateful for that. I deeply
respect the mission of minorityserving institutions of higher
learning and find this opportunity to work at one of the nation’s premier HBCUs very appealing.”
The Division of Academic
and Student Affairs and the College of Business will hold a welcome reception for Dr. Ramin
C. Maysami at 3 p.m. Tuesday,
July 1, in the College of Business atrium.
For information, call 601979-2411.

JSU faculty redesigning curriculum
for 21st century students

PRID committee members work on curriculum redesign in the INNOVATE center in the H.T. Sampson Library on JSU’s campus.

PRID committee members Cassandra Hawkins-Wilson and Althea
Woodson work on curriculum redesign in INNOVATE.

The Mississippi Link Newswire
This fall, incoming freshmen will be introduced to a
new learning system based
on Jackson State University’s CyberLearning initiative.
Jackson State faculty members who will be teaching
this first cohort of students
have been working over the
summer to prepare the technology-based curriculum.
CyberLearning at JSU
uses technology to stimulate creativity and innovation in teaching and learning
throughout the JSU community.
“In this newer landscape
of ubiquitous information, a
university can no longer be a
gatekeeper for information.
It’s no longer just about how
you access information, but
how you use that information
to create new knowledge,”
explained Dr. Robert Blaine,
special assistant to the Pro-

english, math, reading and
biology courses. This ensures the curriculum will be
integrated.
“We’re all implementing
some of the same learning
outcomes to show a bridge
across disciplines,” said Althea Woodson, instructor of
intermediate algebra.
PRID committee members
are also dedicated to creating more technology-based
curriculum. The courses they
redesign will rely on the digital textbooks designed by
the committee. These multitouch books include audio,
video and interactive tools
and support a curriculum
that is project- and problembased.
“We’re working on foundational skills, but we’re
also doing real-world applications where students are
able to exercise what they
know,” explained Cassandra
Hawkins-Wilson, instructor

vost for CyberLearning.
Thus far, the CyberLearning initiative has included
the provision of iPads for
incoming freshmen, the integration of digital textbooks
and the spring opening of Innovate, the new digital content production center for
faculty. It’s located in the
H.T. Sampson Library. Using
Innovate, groups of faculty
and staff have been preparing for the launch of the next
phase of CyberLearning - redesigning and implementing
a holistic approach to technology-based higher education for incoming incoming
freshmen.
The faculty committee responsible for this redesign
is called Pedagogical Redevelopment of Instructional
Design (PRID). The group
meets daily in Innovate to
develop content and resources for their courses.
Faculty members teach

of Developmental English.
And that’s where Create
comes into play.
Create, a technology-based
student learning center, will
provide space and resources
for students to discuss, conceive, realize and eventually
create virtually or physically.
Students will be able to exercise and explore problems
and ideas that come out of
their courses. On July 1, the
construction of Create will
begin in the H.T. Sampson
Library. The center will be
open for this fall semester.
Some faculty members are
excited about how this new
approach with digital textbooks and a student learning
center will impact students.
“They will no longer have
the excuse that they’re waiting on teachers to be the sole
facilitator of the learning.
The student will now have
enough resources. The new
process will teach them to
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ASU’s Banks to serve on
the national Professional
Development Committee
of the Society for College
and University Planning
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Dr. Ivan W. Banks, executive
director of the Vicksburg Expansion Center and director of online
education at Alcorn State University, has been selected to serve on
the Society for College and University Planning (SCUP) board.
Banks will serve a three year
term that begins July 2014.
“I am honored to serve along
with prominent educators and
leaders of the business industry,”
said Banks. “Volunteering will
bring even more positive visibility to Alcorn and possibly open
doors to additional resources for
our faculty and staff. I look forward to collaborating with experts
from around the globe on the best
ways to obtain and deliver professional development in order to
achieve institutional goals driven
by the institutional mission.”
SCUP is an international orga-

Banks

nization with members representing higher education, governmental and corporate entities.
Members share a common interest in the teaching, learning and
sharing of information about college and university planning in all
its forms, including strategic, academic, financial, budgetary, environmental, and physical planning.

JSU to host ‘Cruising the
Community’ children’s bike
ride and health fair June 27
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Jackson State University’s
Center for University-Based Development has partnered with
Voice of Calvary Ministries for
the “Cruising the Community”
children’s bike ride as part of
the ministry’s “On the Road to
Health” initiative.
The event will take place from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. June 27, with
registration starting at 9 a.m. at
the Walter Payton Center. The
ride is open to children ages 0-12.
Children may ride bikes, scooters,
wagons, strollers, rollerblades,
wheelchairs or skateboards. No
motorized vehicles are allowed.
There will be three bike routes
for the children to ride depending
on their age group. The longest
route will be a three-mile ride on
the parkway around JSU’s main
campus.
Children will be provided with
free bike helmets, books and food.
Three bicycles will be given away,
along with $500 worth of prizes.

Blaine
go out and find sources and
evaluate what’s reliable. It’s
going to have a huge impact,” said Woodson.
The following faculty
members are in PRID:
• Candace Brown, instructor of speech arts
• Summer Graves, project
coordinator of the Richard
Wright Center
• Jacqueline Jackson, associate professor of computer
science
• Alicia Jefferson, instructor of mathematics and statistical sciences
• Laura McDavitt, instructor of speech and communication
• Laura Miller, instructor
of world literature
• Gloria Miller, assistant

Also featured will be free health
screenings, including HIV testing.
After the bike ride, participants will attend a Rolling Tigers
wheelchair basketball game at the
Walter Payton Center.
The “On the Road to Health”
initiative promotes exercise,
healthy eating and positive lifestyles in a family setting.
Mississippi has the highest rates
of childhood and adult obesity in
the nation, according to the state
Department of Health. Childhood
obesity has been linked to heart
disease, stroke and Type 2 diabetes. Forty percent of children in
Mississippi are obese.
In addition to providing fun exercise, the bike ride aims to raise
awareness about bike safety, expose youth to safe routes for biking and walking and make health
screenings available for parents
and caregivers.
Register for the event
at
www.jsums.edu/cubd/
event/2cdcruising.

professor of biology
• Everett Neasman, instructor of british literature
• Candis Pizzetta, assistant
rofessor of English
• Angela Robinson, instructor in English and foreign languages department
• Jana Talley, assistant professor in the mathematics department
• Ella Moore-Boyd, instructor of reading
• Shirley Burnett, instructor of developmental math
and intermediate Aagebra
• Cassandra Hawkins-Wilson, instructor of Developmental English
• Linda Wheeler, instructor
of English
• Althea Woodson, instructor of intermediate algebra
The work that PRID is doing is putting Jackson State
in the national spotlight.
“It’s this creative process
that is the nexus of where
higher education has to move
in the 21st century. Jackson
State is taking a leadership
role,” Blaine said.
“Historically Black Colleges and Universities have
not really had an opportunity
to be in a leadership role on a
national conversation about
where education is going.
This opportunity for us is a
game changer.”
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The need for bad things to
happen to God’s people
By Rev. Leon Collier
Special to The Mississippi Link
Here we are,
at the end of this
series “The need
for bad things to
happen to God’s
people.”
This
journey has been
one that I pray you have enjoyed
and grown from.
Last week, I told you that our
scripture of focus for the finale’
is Hebrews 12:1-6. Let’s begin
this week by reviewing Hebrews
12:5, which in summary tells us:
“Do not despise the discipline of
the Lord”. Hebrews 12:5b says,
“…My son, does not despise the
chastening of the LORD, nor be
discouraged when you are rebuked by Him.”
Here are my observations
about this verse:
1. You are always a child of
God (My son): You are always a
child of God no matter how you
suffer and it seems like God has
abandoned you. Romans 8:35-39
says who or what can separate
us from the love of God? Since
God’s love is always with us, then
God is always with us because 1
John 4:8 says God is love.
2. Do not despise Christian
education (despise God’s chastening): The Greek word for despise means to make little of. The
Greek word for chasten is paideia, pahee-di’-ah which means

teaching. So, Paul is saying don’t
look down on or think little of the
teaching of the Lord. I hope more
church folk will consider this
when it comes to Bible study and
Sunday school.
One Bible scholar said do not
take suffering as something that
happens by chance, but see it as
the hand of God. Sometimes God
permits things to happen for a
reason and He has you in mind.
This is what is meant by not despising the teaching of the Lord.
In suffering, God is trying to
teach you something. He is trying to prepare you for what lies
ahead which He sees in advance.
Some of the things God has in
store for you, you may not be
ready to handle at this time, but
if He chastens (teach/train) you
in the classroom of suffering
you will be prepared to handle at
some point.
Joseph was his father’s favorite son at age 17, but he was not
ready to handle being governor
over Egypt at that age. So, God
permitted Joseph to suffer enslavement and even imprisonment which prepared him to be
governor 13 years later. When he
was a slave, he was responsible
for somebody else’s stuff; when
a prisoner he was responsible
for managing people. These prepared him to be able to manage
both people and property as governor. In other words, God wants

us to view suffering as His way of
making us better and if we are serious about our faith then we will
be open to ask ourselves what
is God trying to teach me in my
trials? If we fail to do this then
we are not serious about Christ
and not serious about growing in
Him.
By the way, sometimes God
disciplines us (corrects us) because we go astray. Another definition for chastening is correction. When correction is needed
it means that something has gone
wrong. One scholar said, “The
idea is, not that God wants to
randomly afflict His people, but
that if we wander away He will
correct us for our faults. He will
bring disaster upon His own
children as punishment for their
wrongdoings In order to bring
them back to himself, He will
not allow them to wander away
from Him without being rebuked
and unchecked, but will mercifully reclaim them by great sufferings.”
Verse 6 says, “For the Lord
disciplines him whom He loves,
and chastises every son whom
He receives.” Any good parent
makes their children go to school
because they need an education
to be able to survive in this world.
Just as most parents demand that
their children go to school, likewise, God does the same with His
children. If you belong to Christ

you are going to school (chastise,
education, training, correction)
because there are areas in your
life that need growth in order for
you to effectively function at full
capacity as a child of God. Just
as secular education prepares
you for the work force, Christian
education prepares you for the
wicked forces in the world.
Earlier, we said that Jesus
didn’t despise suffering, but He
despised being ashamed to suffer.
God allows bad things to happen
to His people so we can come
to the point to where we are no
longer irritated about suffering,
but rather look at suffering as an
opportunity to become more like
Christ and become what He intends for our lives.
Rev. Leon Collier is the pastor
of Makarios Worship Center, 464
Church Rd., Madison. Residents
of Madison, he and wife, Minister
Yolanda; are the proud parents of
three daughters. He received degrees from Criswell College in
Dallas; Southern Methodist University - Perkins School of Theology; and a Masters of Divinity
from Memphis Theological Seminary. A pastor for 23 years, Collier serves as a volunteer chaplain for various law enforcement
agencies in the metro area and for
the Mississippi Governor’s Mansion. He may be reached by calling 601.260.3016, 601.855.7898
or e-mail karab5@live.com.

Religion editor’s note: The month has come and gone but the music lives on. This informaiton is being published at the end of the month but it is a
factual piece that was still important to share with you because it is a significant part of African American History.

Black Music Month coming to an
end but music will last always

The Mississippi Link Newswire
Black Music Month began
in 1979 when Kenny Gamble,
Ed Wright, and Dyana Williams developed the idea to
set aside a month dedicated
to celebrating the impact of
black music.
Created by music business
insiders, the group successfully lobbied President Jimmy Carter to host a reception
on June 7, 1979 to formally
recognize the cultural and
financial contributions of

black music.
Since 1979, Black Music Month has grown from a
commemoration to national
proportions with extravaganzas across the country.
In 2000, US-Representative Chaka Fattah sponsored
House Resolution 509, which
formally recognized the importance of black music on
culture and the economy during President Bill Clinton’s
administration.
In 2009, President Barack

Obama further defined June
as African American Music
Appreciation Month. He declared the start of summer as
a celebration for all the black
“musicians, composers, singers, and songwriters [who]
have made enormous contributions to our culture.”
“The music of our Nation
has always spoken to the
condition of our people and
reflected the diversity of our
Union.
African-American
musicians, composers, sing-

ers, and songwriters have
made enormous contributions
to our culture by capturing
the hardships and aspirations
of a community and reminding us of our shared values, ”
said Dyana Williams, one of
the founders of Black Music
Month.
She is also a long-time
radio personality, music industry insider, and current
host of Soulful Sundays on
WNRB-FM (107.9 | Philadelphia).

Message from the Religion Editor
By Daphne Higgins
Religion Editor
There was a
time that at the
start of every
new season, I
was very quick
to share with you
my excitement
for the evolution of the physical
changes that were taking place
across the world. I would share
the wonders of the Summer
sensations, Fall fascinations,
Winter wonders, and Spring
surprises.
I would give a little background information about each
season and why I thought it to
be so special and even share the
special events that took place
during each of these periods.
If you’ll recall, I just shared
with you that I’m a June baby
so, you know that I am very partial to the summer; but I can’t
lie, my opinion now is that every season, every day, every
hour has become the most precious personal season of my
life. We all know that a season
is a contained period of time. It
is that moment when something
changes and to be honest with
you, changes can occur in an
instant. But, that’s life - it can
change in an instant!
Ecclesiastes 3:1 tells us “For
everything there is a season, and
a time for every matter under
heaven.” There are moments in
our lives when we feel that the
situation is too hot to handle or
the storm is strong but God controls the season. He’s working
in all of us as we move through
our season.
Many of you are familiar with
the song, “It’s Working,” by
William Murphy. I’ve always
thought the name was “This is
My Season.” Imagine my surprise when I found out differently. Regardless of what you
call it, I think you’ll find that
the lyrics are a testament to our
seasons. Here are a few verses
of the song:
“It’s Working”
This is my season for grace
for favor
This is my season to reap
what I have sown
This is my season for grace
for favor... yeah
This is my season to reap
what I have sown
See....I haven’t been perfect,
but I sure been faithful
See....God’s got a purpose yes
and I know He’s able
I’ve got a seed in the ground,
that He’s blessing no more
stressing
I’ve got a seed in the ground,
now I know Him I can show Him
This is my season for grace
for favor
This is my season to reap

what I have sown
You see, I consider my birthday to be a season. I consider
Summer, Fall, Winter and
Spring to be seasons. I consider
anything that happens in my
life, good or bad, to be a season because they all bring about
changes and I’m sure that there
are many examples that each of
us can add.
I Corinthians 15:51 reads:
Behold! I tell you a mystery. We
shall not all sleep, but we shall
all be changed.” The change referenced in this verse will be an
eternal change but it is a change
that God is preparing us for.
God planted each of us as a seed
in the ground to grow and to
provide nourishment for others.
For every day, for every year
that He gives us, He wants us to
live out our purpose - to bring
others close to him. As we do
this, God will provide for us
during every season of our life.
It is our “season for grace, for
favor.” Yes, it is our season to be
all that we can be. I thank you
Lord for the wonderful years of
love that I’ve been blessed with
and for the seasons that I have
yet to experience.
God is preparing us all to embrace the changes that take place
in our lives and has granted us
the opportunity to share our
blessings with others. His Word
tells us time and time again that
as we grow, He will be there
with us holding our hands until
the end. Because of this, we all
should continue to praise His
holy name.
Remember the verse that I often share with you - Isaiah 52:7
(NIV): “How beautiful on the
mountains are the feet of those
who bring good news, who proclaim peace, who bring good
tidings, who proclaim salvation, who say to Zion, Your God
reigns!”
As a messenger for news in
and around the state of Mississippi, we want to serve as your
personal messenger to share
your good news and testimonies. We want to hear about
your personal celebrations as
well as the good news that is a
part of your places of worship.
The Mississippi Link, a messenger for news in and around
the state of Mississippi, would
like to not only share your news
but all who would like to tell
others about the Lord’s goodness and about their places of
worship and even those religious institutions that are visited.
Contact Daphne M. Higgins
at
religion@mississippilink.
com. Fax 601-896-0091 or mail
your information to The Mississippi Link, 2659 Livingston
Road, Jackson, MS 39213.

Presidential Proclamation
African-American Music Appreciation Month, 2014
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MUSIC APPRECIATION MONTH, 2014 BY THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
Our country is home to a proud legacy of
African-American musicians whose songs
transcend genre. They make us move, make
us think, and make us feel the full range of
emotion - from the pain of isolation to the
power of human connection. During African-American Music Appreciation Month,
we celebrate artists whose works both tell
and shape our Nation’s story.
For centuries, African-American music
has lifted the voices of those whose poetry is born from struggle. As generations
of slaves toiled in the most brutal of conditions, they joined their voices in faithful
chords that both captured the depths of their
sorrow and wove visions of a brighter day.

At a time when dance floors were divided,
rhythm and blues and rock and roll helped
bring us together. And as activists marched
for their civil rights, they faced hatred
with song. Theirs was a movement with a
soundtrack - spirituals that fed their souls
and protest songs that sharpened their desire to right the great wrongs of their time.
The influence of African-American artists resounds each day through symphony
halls, church sanctuaries, music studios,
and vast arenas. It fills us with inspiration
and calls us to action. This month, as we
honor the history of African-American music, let it continue to give us hope and carry
us forward - as one people and one Nation.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, BARACK
OBAMA, President of the United States of
America, by virtue of the authority vested
in me by the Constitution and the laws of
the United States, do hereby proclaim June
2014 as African-American Music Appre-

ciation Month. I call upon
public officials, educators, and all the people
of the United States to
observe this month with
appropriate
activities
and programs that raise
awareness and foster appreciation of music that
is composed, arranged,
or performed by African
Americans.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set
my hand this thirtieth day
of May, in the year of our
Lord two thousand fourteen, and of the Independence of the United States
of America the two hundred and thirty-eighth.
BARACK OBAMA

www.mississippilink.com
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Choices - Part II

By Pastor Simeon R. Green III
Special to The Mississippi Link
Your
destiny is going to
be determined
by the choices
you make. I
thank God for
men like Noah.
Noah was six hundred years
of age when God called him
to service. Noah lived in a
perilous time. There were no
churches or no prayer meetings to attend. He lived in a
wicked time.
Noah is a wonderful example of a man persevering
and pressing on and fighting the battle while staying
true to God. Noah remained
faithful to God. Genesis 6:5
says, “And God saw that the
wickedness of man was great
in the earth, and that every
imagination of thoughts of
his heart was only evil continually.” This was the wicked time in which Noah lived.
Our lifetimes are short
compared to Noah’s. Noah
lived to be nine hundred fifty
years of age. He lived about
ten of our lifetimes, yet he
stayed true to God. Noah
walked with God, and he
loved God.
We, too, can live in this
old, wicked world and stay
free from sin and be true to
God. Noah stayed true to
God even in the troubled
times.
Noah did not have anywhere to go for encouragement. Wickedness was all
around him; sin was every-

where. Someone may ask, pray, and it is right to think in marriage, until the day
“Was it that bad?” Well, when on the things of God.
that Noe entered into the
Noah finished the boat and
I can imagine seeing some- Ark, and the flood came, and
everything was loaded, God one build a big boat like the destroyed them all.
shut the door. Soon the rain ark in the desert, in a dry
Likewise also as it was
came down, and the Bible place, and people going by in the days of Lot; they did
says that every living thing and mocking him. They did eat, they drank, they bought,
outside the ark perished. It not know that the judgment they sold, they planted, they
was so bad that Genesis 6:6 of God was looming in the builded; But the same day
says, “And it repented the near future. Friend, you do that Lot went out of Sodom
Lord that He had made man not know when your time it rained fire and brimstone
on the earth, and it grieved clock is going to make the from Heaven, and destroyed
Him at His heart.”God’s last tick and it will all be them all. Even thus shall it
heart was broken. God cre- over for you.
be in the day when the Son
ated man to serve Him.
That is the reason you need of Man is revealed.”
In the midst of all the evil, to put God first, get your soul
I will leave the choice with
Noah made a choice to be right with God, serve Him, you. You do not have to actrue to God and to serve God. and be ready when He calls cept God. You do not have to
God’s favor was on Noah. for you. Noah’s faith saved serve God. Serving God is a
Genesis 6:8 says, “But Noah him and his family. Unbelief service of Love. He will not
found grace in the eyes of caused the rest of the world force you to serve Him; but
the Lord.” Noah found favor to perish.
some day you will have to
with God because he was a
Again, Noah worked about die, and then you will have
just man and perfect in his one hundred twenty years. In to face the judgment. What
generations. Today people all that time, God was giv- a terrible day that will be if
want their food perfect, they ing those people many op- you do not know Jesus.
want this and that perfect; portunities to turn to Him. I
Friend, before your choichowever, when it comes to thank God for the opportuni- es take you even further
living perfect for God, they ties that He gave me. God is down the road away from
say no one can live perfect.
good!
God, won’t you choose to
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Gospel Charts for the week of June 26
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David and Tamela
Mann to star in new
BET reality series

eurweb.com
TV viewers met David and Tamela Mann
through their popular characters Leroy
Brown and Cora on
“Meet the Browns,”
but the couple is getting ready to introduce you to a new
pair: themselves via
their new BET reality show, “Meet The
Manns.”
David and Tamela Mann
AlwaysAlist reports
the series will follow
ment. “BET is a great fit for
their lives as well as their the Mann brand and the perfive children, eight grand- fect place for this new show.
children and extended rela- There’ll also be some news
tives who all live nearby.
and reveals we’re saving to
The alliance with BET share on the show - you’ll
represents a natural progres- have to tune in to find out
sion for the Manns.
what’s in store.”
“We’re excited to an“Meet The Manns” is curnounce our new television rently in production. The
home is with BET,” the show is slated to premiere
couple said in a joint state- on BET in 2015.

Shekinah Glory
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ARTISTS					

ALBUM

1.

Beautiful Day			

Jamie Grace

2.

Every Praise			

Hezekiah Walker

3.

I Can Only Imagine		

Tamela Mann

4.

Amazing			

Ricky Dillard & New G

5.

Beautiful			

Mali Music

6.

It’s Working			

William Murphy

7.

Help				

8.

We Are Victorious		

Erica Campbell featuring Lecrae
7:00 p.m. - Bible Class
Donnie McClurkin Featuring Tye Tribbett

9.

Say Yes				
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Beyonce
and Kelly
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- Channel
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(Comcast)

10.

You Alone			
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Fifty years after Civil
Obama once
more between Iraq Rights Act, is it the
and a hard place land of opportunity?

By Herb Boyd
NNPA/New York Amsterdam News

Just when we
thought it couldn’t
get any worse for
the Obama administration, it did.
Faced with the
ongoing
fallout
from the Department of Veteran’s
Affairs debacle and the right wing,
which is roused about the swap
for an American soldier, President Obama is once more looking
down the barrel of insurgents in the
Middle East, this time from a group
calling itself the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria (ISIS).
If the latest reports are true, the
group, which even Al Qaeda has
dismissed, is moving inexorably toward Baghdad. This has prompted
the president to deploy some 275
troops to Iraq, mainly to fortify the
security of the U.S. embassy there.
Recently, Obama notified Congress that such action was necessary to protect personnel at the
embassy, as well as to prepare for
the possibility of their dispatching
a contingent of Special Forces to
train Iraqi troops, many of whom
are poorly prepared to deal with the
onslaught.
There are already more than 170
U.S. troops in Baghdad, according
to some news accounts, and they
are combat ready, Obama said.
“This force will remain in Iraq until
the security situation becomes such
that it is no longer needed.”
Obviously, this measure of precaution is done against the backdrop of the tragedy the government
encountered in Libya when the
U.S. consulate in Benghazi was
attacked in 2012. Four Americans
were killed, including Ambassador
Christopher Stevens.
Looming over this crisis is the issue of Iran, and Secretary of State

John Kerry has been guarded in his
statements about possible military
coordination with Iran to resolve
the increasingly volatile situation.
The Republicans have yet another
arrow in their quiver, returning to
their criticism of Obama’s withdrawal of troops from Iraq.
The reports about the march of
the insurgents have been gruesome,
with a number of videos depicting
the slaughter of unarmed Iraqi men
by gunmen.
Several major Iraqi cities have
been taken, and there are film clips
of Iraqi soldiers tossing aside their
weapons and stripping off their uniforms in order to avoid being killed
or taken captive.
Meanwhile, in Baghdad, thousands of young men, probably of
the Shia faith, are apparently ready
to defend the city against the Sunni insurgents, and therein lies the
problem.
At the core of the uprising is an
age-old dispute between the Sunnis and Shias that goes back to the
seventh century. Both groups are
prepared to fight to the death for the
belief that they are the rightful inheritors of the leadership of Prophet Muhammad, and this may be a
far too simplistic way to explain a
very complex disagreement.
Even so, nothing will be resolved
until there is proper and equitable
sharing of power in Iraq. The Sunni
minority believes there is no equality and that Prime Minister Nuri
Kamal al-Maliki is disposed to
grant preference to Shias.
As the Obama administration
learned at its inception, there is
no way an outsider can militarily,
or even diplomatically, solve this
problem.
But Obama - as he has proved
with the swap for Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl - is not about to leave U.S. personnel at risk.

Now that we
know: ‘texting kills’

By Steven Ivory
NNPA/Houston Forward-Times

While sitting at the light on a
backed-up Los Angeles freeway
exit ramp one morning, I noticed
that one out of every three drivers
getting onto the freeway on the
other side of the divider - both
private vehicles and professional
cars and trucks with company
names and logos on them - had
their heads tilted into their laps,
as if either texting, reading a text
or dialing a phone number.
Some of them appeared able to
do it with more finesse than others - their actions weren’t so obvious - but I’m sure most of them
were doing what I thought they
were doing. They were texting
while driving.
This is what we do now. It’s
not enough that for years we have
been distracted by cell phone
conversation. Today, behind the
wheels of moving automobiles,
using one or two hands, on smart
phones we type out messages and
conversations.
You can usually tell when
someone is texting or dialing a number while driving.
Their faces are usually aimed
just below their steering wheel.
They’re driving unusually slow.
They weave. After the light has
changed or traffic is moving,
they’re still sitting there.
A lot of people do it. The United States Department of Transportation reports that cell phones
are involved in 1.6 million auto
crashes each year that cause a
half million injuries and take
6,000 lives.
Individuals who drive while
sending or reading text messages

are 23 percent more likely to be
involved in a car crash than other
drivers. A crash typically happens within an average of three
seconds after a driver is distracted.
Despite those figures, people
still text. That this is illegal in
many states is not a deterrent.
Currently, the fines for being
caught doing so - in California
it’s between $20 and $50 - are
laughable (although in Alaska a
maximum first time texting penalty can mean a $10,000 fine and
one year in jail).
I’ve actually tried to guilt
drivers into putting down their
phones; damn near rear-ended the
car in front of me trying to stare
down a texter. I know - it’s not
smart and it’s a form of harassment. They simply glance over at
me and keep texting, anyway.
The person who comes up with
a way to stop drivers from texting is going to make a mint.
I’ve an idea: have city municipalities create divisions that track
people texting in their cars. Kind
of like parking ticket officers.
They’d move among the public
in unmarked cars of all makes
and models, equipped with cameras that can shoot people in the
act - or have technology aboard
that can detect texting happening
in a vehicle.
Using a car’s license number,
they send the ticket in the mail.
And that first fine is a doozy:
$1,000. The second time you get
caught, that fine is doubled, and
on and on until you reach ten
grand.
Get caught after that, your car
is impounded, your license is

By William Spriggs
TriceEdneyWire.com

Fifty
years
ago, the U.S.
Senate passed
the version of
the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 that
would be passed
by the House and signed into law
by President Lyndon B. Johnson.
The bill faced a filibuster of
14 hours and 13 minutes by the
late Sen. Robert Byrd of West
Virginia.
Between the passage by the
Senate and debate by the House,
three young civil rights workers - Michael Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and James Earl
Chaney - disappeared into the
night on June 21, 1964, driving
in the rural area near Philadelphia, Miss.
Schwerner, Goodman and
Chaney were later found dead,
murdered for trying to register
African American voters in Mississippi.
On Monday, June 23, 2014,
the AFL-CIO supported a Moral
Monday protest in North Carolina revisiting many of the issues America faced in 1964 and
meant to be addressed by the
Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Many things have changed
since then. But too many things
have not.
The Senate debated the Civil
Rights Act in 1964 for 60 working days, including Saturday
sessions. Rarely today does Congress meet to carefully craft legislation lifting the lives of people.
An important purpose of the
act was to ensure economic freedoms for African Americans,
especially the right to hold a job.
In the 1960s, major American
newspaper ‘want’ ads openly
advertised for segregated job
openings. Those cold hard lines
denied access to earning a living.
Today, Senate Republicans
filibuster votes to raise the minimum wage, and House Republicans refuse to debate it. That
cold hard line leaves more than
2.6 million Americans working
full time, year round but living
in poverty. And America’s poor
families with workers are unable
to earn enough to get out of poverty.
North Carolina is a state where
a child born into poverty has less
than a six percent chance of
moving up to the top 20 percent

suspended for a year and you go
to jail. Texting is dissuaded; cities make money.
A bit Big Brother-sounding, I
know, but drastic times call for
drastic measures. Texting while
driving is like waving around a
gun in public that discharges, injuring or killing someone every
time.
And it’s not just teens and
young adults doing it. Texters
come in all ages. In deterring this
epidemic, the first thing to understand is that texting and driving
have nothing to do with one another.
The drunk driver who gets behind the wheel - driving is not his
problem; drinking is, and driving

?
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Ask Alma

Alma Gill
NNPA Advise Columnist

Alma Gill’s newsroom experience spans more than 25
years, including various roles at USA Today, Newsday
and the Washington Post. Email questions to: alwaysaskalma@gmail.com. Follow her on Facebook at “Ask
Alma” and twitter @almaaskalma.

of the income pile.
In the Wilson area, a poor child
has only a 3.9 percent chance of
moving up above middle. This
is not because of single parent
households, individual irresponsibility or the water people in
North Carolina drink.
The problem is that North Carolina has policies that trap people
who fall down into poverty.
Lose a job? In North Carolina,
the average unemployment benefit will replace only 35 percent
of your pay, ranking 30th out of
53 unemployment systems in the
United States and its territories,
and you only have a 35 percent
chance you will get any benefit at
all, ranking 51st out of 53.
If you are a single mother,
then your combined Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
and Temporary Assistance to
Needy Families benefit will just
get you to the level of extreme
poverty (50 percent of the poverty line), ranking 43rd out of 51
(the 50 states and the District of
Columbia).
Hunt for a job, and you will
be in one of the states where the
minimum wage remains at the
federal level of $7.25 an hour,
making you a minority among
American workers, since most
now live in states where democracy is working to lift the
minimum wage to more decent
levels.
Or, try landing a job that has
paid sick days, health insurance
and retirement benefits - meaning a union job. The share of jobs
protected by a collective bargaining agreement in North Carolina
stands at less than 4.8 percent,
ranking 48th out of the 51.
At the August 1963 March
for Jobs and Freedom, labor
and civil rights leader A. Philip
Randolph famously remarked:
“Yes, we want all public accommodations open to all citizens,
but those accommodations will
mean little to those who cannot
afford to use them.”
North Carolina and its radical
Republican governor and legislature are hastily passing laws not
to put government on the side of
the people, but to put people at
the servitude of the one percent.
They have been limiting access to unemployment insurance,
standing in the way of accepting
federal support to extend access
to health insurance to the working poor and in the way of lifting

the minimum wage.
And to make sure that no one
objects to their hijacking of democracy, they are taking actions to
limit voting and to deny access to
the state capitol for people to exercise their 1st Amendment “right of
the people to peaceably assemble,

and to petition the government for
a redress of grievances.”
So while the Civil Rights Act of
1964 sought the end of race-based
laws, the state of North Carolina is
trapping people into poverty.
Follow Spriggs on Twitter: @
WSpriggs.

is not the only thing he can’t do
effectively when under the influence. Same with texting. Incessant texting reflects an addiction
to it.
Thus, those who text do so
while driving because they text
while doing everything: Walking.
Sitting at home. Over meals. In
movie theaters. On the toilet. On
public toilets.
They can’t walk without bumping into walls, doors and people,
because they are so busy texting.
Those who choose texting as
their preferred form of talk are
often unskilled at verbal communication. They weren’t great at
it before, so texting is their godsend. Driving is simply some-

thing else they can’t do because
they are obsessed with typing out
their thoughts.
If you find that you just HAVE
to text, then face it: you’re addicted to your phone. Some
folks’ addiction is more acute
than others, but addiction is addiction. And like any addiction,
text addiction brings with it all
sorts of “acting out.”
There’s the sense of entitlement: ”I just HAVE to text this
- that eats at the addicted texter
while he or she is behind the
wheel like an itch that must be
scratched immediately, damn the
laws and the risk.
There’s a feeling of superiority: “I don’t have a problem texting behind the wheel, I can do
it…I know HOW.”
And there’s the intoxicating
high that comes with meeting the
challenge of getting a complete
text off:… Before the person at
Starbucks asks for your order;
before your lover returns to bed;
before a light changes, before
rush hour freeway traffic begins
to flow again.
Texters, by the way, LOVE
traffic jams. More time to text.
If you’re doing any of this,
you need to stop now. Because

it’s only a matter of time before
something bad happens. The statistics back me up.
Remember the good ol’ days,
when technology - distraction
in your car amounted to finding
a good radio station or reloading
the cassette or CD player? Now,
people kill people while attempting to text “LOL” or “LMFAO.”
It can wait, people!
Full disclosure: I’ve texted
while driving. Well, I’ve tried.
More than once. Simply couldn’t
pull it off without the risk of
wrecking. And though I do it
hands free, I don’t have to talk on
the phone while I drive, either.
To prove this to myself, I’ve
left my phone in my pocket. Or
I’ve put it in my trunk. The first
time I did that, it gave me all the
calm of transporting a dead body.
Now I can do it often without
freaking out. Which is a good
thing, because I’ve got enough
problems without adding to them
the title of text whore.
Steven Ivory, veteran journalist, essayist and author, writes
about popular culture for magazines, newspapers, radio, TV
and the Internet. Respond to
him via STEVRIVORY@AOL.
COM

‘Intimidated by
girlfriend’
Dear Alma,
My girlfriend is absolutely
beautiful, gentle and kind,
loving and respectful. Ninety-five percent of the time
everything is perfect. But every now and again she goes
off. She curses, screams,
and throws things and just
follows me around arguing.
She has never hit me, but it
is intimidating. I don’t know
what to do to calm her down.
I talked to her sister about
it, but she said, “Yea, that’s
how she is,” and suggested
that I should leave and take
a walk. We are talking marriage, but I don’t want to
consider children with this
situation. It’s not like I’m
scared of my lady. I just
don’t know when she’s gonna flip out sometimes.
Name withheld, Baltimore,
Md.
Dear Nameless,
Hmmm, I can’t quite tell
if you’re fishing for catfish
or shark. Either way, you’d
better bait this bad behavior
quickly, because there’s no
room for slack on this line.
Determine if you’re experiencing a partner who’s a
hothead or a mate who hurls
verbal abuse. If you’re not
sure, check the verbal abuse
websites. They lay out the
descriptions clearly.
I see room for improvement if she’s just spoiled and
ranting for the sake of attention. You’ll need to lay down
some ground rules. Discuss
self-control techniques and
how both of you are held
accountable for your words

and actions.
If she’s a verbal abuser,
then you’re dealing with
someone who needs professional help. Both need to be
recognized, and she needs to
accept responsibility, take
action and apologize.
You say she’s never hurt
you, but that’s not true. I
think most men identify
“hurt” as a physical experience. But words can cause
hurt and pain, too.
A relationship can be unhealthy or abusive even
without physical violence.
Experiencing verbal abuse
may not cause physical damage, but it does cause emotional damage. Don’t get
me wrong, we all can reach
a point where we’re sooooo
mad we want to lash out and
go for broke. Been there,
done that. The frustration
can be overwhelming and
you release it like a pressure
cooker. Nobody’s perfect.
It happens every once in a
while.
Hold her accountable and
insist that she receives the
help she needs. I wouldn’t
consider marriage until the
two of you are basking in
progress and exercising a
new learned and acceptable
behavior, a corrected behavior that can be demonstrated
and passed along to your
kids.
Marriage doesn’t fix your
problems; it leans towards
escalating them. It’s best to
make appropriate enhancements on the front end.
Alma

Editorials and Letters to the Editor may be e-mailed to editor@mississippilink.com or mailed to 2659 Livingston Road, Jackson, MS 39213. The views and opinions expressed on the Op/Ed
pages are not necessarily the views and opinions of The Mississippi Link. The Mississippi Link also reserves the right to edit all material for length and accuracy.
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3-D mammogram scans may Employee alleges ongoing
find more breast cancer
cover-up at Phoenix VA
By Lindsey Tanner
AP Medical Writer

CHICAGO - 3-D mammograms may be better at finding
cancer than regular scans, a
large study suggests, although
whether that means saving
more lives isn’t known.
The study involved almost
half a million breast scans,
with more than one-third of
them using relatively new
3-D imaging along with conventional scans. The rest used
regular mammograms alone.
The 3-D scan combo detected one additional cancer per
1,000 scans, compared with
conventional digital mammograms. There were also
15 percent fewer false alarms
- meaning fewer initially suspicious scan results that additional testing showed wasn’t
cancer.
But the study wasn’t designed to determine whether
the combined 3-D scans resulted in better long-term
outcomes, and the procedure
studied has drawbacks including higher costs, less insurance coverage and more
radiation, depending on the
machine.
Still, the researchers say
their results are promising
and confirm benefits found in
smaller, less diverse studies.
“The technology finds more
invasive cancers earlier when
they are easiest to treat and reduces unnecessary recalls for
false alarms,” said Dr. Donna
Plecha, a co-author and director of breast imaging at University Hospitals Case Medical Center in Cleveland.
Dr. Sarah Friedewald, the
lead author and a radiologist
at Advocate Lutheran General Hospital in Park Ridge,
Ill., said 3-D scans take only
a few seconds longer and that
patients notice no difference.
She said she offers 3-D scans
to all her patients.
The study was published
June 24 in the Journal of the
American Medical Association.

This undated combination provided by Hologic shows an image taken using
conventional mammography, left, and an image using a 3D mammography,
right, with a tumor circled that wasn’t visible on the first image.. AP Photo/Courtesy Hologic

Standard mammograms typically take one image of each
breast from two positions,
while 3-D scans take several
images of different layers of
each breast. That allows for
the detection of tumors that
might be hidden under breast
tissue and not noticeable on
regular images, said Jim Culley, a spokesman for Hologic,
which makes mammogram
machines, including the combo ones used in the study that
take both kinds.
The combined system costs
up to about $450,000, or as
much as two times more than
conventional
mammogram
machines, according to pricing information provided by
MD Buyline, a technology
research firm. 3-D scans also
are less likely to be covered
by insurance.
Hologic helped pay for the
study and several authors including Plecha and Friedewald are Hologic consultants
and members of the company’s scientific advisory board.
A newer Hologic 3-D system uses about the same
amount of radiation as standard mammograms, while the
equipment used in the study
uses slightly more but still a
safe amount, Culley said.
The researchers analyzed
about two years of data from

13 centers as they switched
from conventional mammograms to combined 3-D machines. Culley said doctors
using Hologic scanners typically use both 3-D and standard imaging for each patient.
The detection rates were
about four cancers per 1,000
conventional scans versus
about five cancers per 1,000
combined 3-D scans.
Dr. Gilbert Welch, a professor of medicine at the Dartmouth Institute for Health
Policy and Clinical Practice
in New Hampshire, said the
extra radiation and costs are
a concern, and the study can’t
tell women want they want
to know - if 3-D technology
saves lives.
Welch said the results are
“likely to be overhyped, leading every hospital in the country to feel pressured to buy a
new piece of expensive equipment and - to recoup their investment - pressure women to
use it.”
Robert Smith, senior director for cancer screening at
the American Cancer Society, said the extra radiation
risks of 3-D mammograms
are likely more than offset by
the advantage of finding more
cancer, but he agreed that
more long-term data and cost
analyses are needed.

The heat is here. Is your heart ready?

Heat is hard on the heart; take precautions and stay healthy
American Heart Association
The calendar says summer
is just starting, but the extreme
temperatures we’re feeling
have moved this item to the
top of the weekend agenda:
preventing heat exhaustion and
heat stroke, which can have serious effects on health.
Here’s what you need to
know to beat the heat:
How does hot weather affect
the heart?
Extremely
hot
weather
causes dehydration, heat exhaustion and heat stroke. These
risks increase when the humidity is above 70 percent and the
temperature is above 70 degrees F. Heat and humidity interfere with the body’s natural
cooling process.
Physical activity outside in
hot and humid conditions can
be hard on your heart. This
is true even for athletes who
haven’t yet adapted to the heat.
The problem is made worse
because the heart is trying to
deliver blood and oxygen to
your working muscles while
your body is trying to cool off
by sweating. If you sweat too
much, you lose fluid. This decreases your total blood volume. That means your heart
has to pump even harder to get
the smaller volume of blood to
your working muscles, skin and
the other body parts. When you
lose too much fluid, your body
temperature rises and your
nervous system doesn’t work
properly. Extreme fluid loss can

lead to brain and heart damage.
A good way to monitor your
body fluid level is to weigh
every morning after using the
bathroom. If you weigh two
pounds less than normal in
the morning, you’re probably
dehydrated and need to drink
more water before doing any
vigorous physical activity.
(You may have lost weight as
water but not as fat.)
What precautions should be
taken?
Dress for the heat. Wear
very lightweight, light-colored
clothing in breathable fabrics
such as cotton, or a newer fabric that repels sweat. Add a hat
and/or sunglasses.
Choose the early morning or
late evening to be outdoors.
Before you get started, apply a water-resistant sunscreen
with at least SPF 30, and reapply it every two hours.
Drink up. Stay hydrated by
drinking a few cups of water
before, during and after your
exercise. Drink even if you
don’t feel thirsty. Avoid caffeinated or alcoholic beverages.
Take regular breaks. Find
some shade or a cool place,
stop for a few minutes, hydrate
and start again.
If you are thirsty, you may already be dehydrated. Stop and
hydrate immediately.
Take breaks as needed and
get out of the sun if possible.
Certain heart medications
like beta blockers, ace receptor
blockers, ace inhibitors, cal-

cium channel blockers and diuretics (which deplete the body
of sodium) can exaggerate the
body’s response to heat. Always check with your healthcare professional.
Know the symptoms of heat
exhaustion and heat stroke.
If any symptoms appear, stop
exercising and cool down immediately by dousing yourself
with cold water. You may need
to get medical attention. Heat
exhaustion can progress quickly to heat stroke, which can kill
you.
What are the symptoms of
heat exhaustion?
heavy sweating
cold, clammy skin
dizziness or fainting (syncope)
a weak and rapid pulse
muscle cramps
fast, shallow breathing
nausea, vomiting or both
What are the symptoms of
heat stroke?
warm, dry skin with no
sweating
strong and rapid pulse
confusion and/or unconsciousness
high fever
throbbing headaches
nausea, vomiting or both
If you experience these
symptoms, seek medical attention right away. By taking
precautions, everyone can get
through the heat in good shape.
For more information, visit
www.heart.org.

The Associated Press
PHOENIX - An employee
of the Veterans Affairs hospital in Phoenix that is at the
center of a nationwide scandal over delays in care is alleging there is an ongoing
cover-up of patient deaths at
the facility.
Scheduling clerk Pauline
DeWenter also acknowledged that she was the person who maintained a “secret list” of veterans who
waited months for appointments.
DeWenter spoke with the
Arizona Republic June 23
and also did interviews with
CNN. She told the Republic
she has spoken to VA Office
of Inspector General investigators about the list, turned
over evidence and reported
her suspicions of a cover-up.
That cover-up allegedly
involved someone changing entries on the electronic
appointment records of veterans who died while awaiting care. DeWenter said she
entered “deceased” on the
records and someone later
changed the entry to “entered in error” and “no longer needed.” She said some
of the changes happened in
recent weeks.
DeWenter said the Phoenix VA Medical Center was

overwhelmed with patients
in early 2013 and a supervisor ordered her to gather
new-patient appointment requests and place them in her
desk drawer.
She declined to name the
supervisor but estimated that
more than 1,000 veterans
were sidetracked onto that
“secret list.” They remained
there for weeks or months
because they couldn’t be
scheduled within a 14-day
goal set for wait times.
She said she objected to
the practice but didn’t complain to the Phoenix VA director Sharon Helman because Helman had warned
employees to follow orders
in the campaign to cut wait
times.
“She said during a meeting, ‘If you don’t do this
my way, I will personally
buy you a pass for the 7th
Street bus ... out of the VA,’”
DeWenter told the Republic.
“My hands were tied,”
DeWenter said. “I tried to
scream, and did the best with
what I had. But the vets who
were upset and deceased - I
can’t shake that feeling.”
Although the appointment
delay issue first became public in Phoenix, it has since
been discovered the problem
is widespread at VA facili-

ties nationwide.
The VA, which serves
almost nine million veterans, has been reeling from
mounting evidence that
workers falsified reports on
wait times for medical appointments in an effort to
mask frequent, long delays.
An internal audit released
this week showed that more
than 57,000 new applicants
for care have had to wait at
least three months for initial
appointments and an additional 64,000 newly enrolled
vets who requested appointments never got them.
VA Secretary Eric Shinseki resigned May 30 and an
acting secretary is running
the agency.
The director of the Phoenix VA, Sharon Helman, is
on administrative leave, and
the FBI has also launched a
criminal investigation of the
facility.
Meanwhile, Congress is
considering legislation to
address the problem. Both
the House and Senate have
passed legislation that would
require the VA to pay private
providers to treat qualifying veterans who can’t get
prompt appointments. Each
chamber has appointed a
committee to iron out differences between the two bills.

Mississippi health officials confirm
first case of chikungunya virus

HealthyMS.com
outdoors.
The Mississippi State DeRemove all sources of
partment of Health (MSDH) standing water around your
is confirming its first case of home and yard to prevent
chikungunya virus in a Mis- mosquito breeding.
sissippi resident who recently
Wear loose, light-colored,
returned from Haiti. Several long clothing to cover the
other potential cases are cur- arms and legs when outdoors.
rently under investigation.
Avoid areas where mosquiA mosquito-borne illness tra- toes are prevalent. Mosquitoes
ditionally found in Africa and that carry chikungunya virus
Asia, chikungunya virus has are especially active during
recently appeared in the Carib- the day.
bean, and could possibly inTravelers to the Caribfect Mississippians who travel bean should prevent mosthere.
quito exposures. Please see
Symptoms of chikungunya HealthyMS.com/chik
infection include fever, muscle
Individuals who think they
and joint pain, and swelling might be infected with chikunof the joints. Deaths from chi- gunya virus should see their
kungunya virus are rare, but healthcare provider and stay
anyone with a compromised indoors for at least 10 days to
immune system is at higher avoid mosquito bites, as narisk of complications from the tive Mississippi mosquitoes
chikungunya or other mosinfection.
could spread the virus to other quito-borne illnesses, visit
“Chikungunya
virus
is people.
the MSDH website at www.
spread from person to person
For more information on HealthyMS.com.
through the bite
of the Aedes
mosquito,” said
MSDH State Epidemiologist Dr.
Thomas Dobbs.
“It’s very important for travelers
to the Dominic
Republic, Haiti,
Puerto Rico, the
Virgin
Islands
and other CaREFLUX AND ESOPHAGEAL CANCER
ribbean nations
to be especially
The hollow, muscular tube that connects
Barrett’s esophagus is a precancerous
careful and take
the throat to the stomach, known as
condition that increases your risk of
proper precauesophageal cancer caused by chronic acid
the “esophagus,” is positioned behind
tions to protect
reflux. If you have been diagnosed with
the trachea (windpipe) and in front of
themselves.”
Barrett’s esophagus, ask your doctor what
the spine.
Some people experience
signs and symptoms to watch for that may
“gastroesophageal reflux disease” (GERD),
The
MSDH
indicate your condition is worsening.
or simply “reflux,” in which acid escapes
suggests the folTo schedule a consultation, please call
from the stomach back into the esophagus.
lowing precauTHE MISSISSIPPI CANCER INSTITUTE at
In many cases, reflux can cause symptoms
tions to protect
(601) 249-5510. We are a premier cancer
such as heartburn or burning feeling
yourself
and
treatment center located at 1501 Aston
spreading out from the middle of the chest.
your
environAvenue. With the very latest equipment,
GERD can also significantly increase the
ultra-modern facilities and the finest
risk of adenocarcinoma (which develops
ment from chicancer treatment specialists anywhere, we
from gland cells) of the esophagus. It is
kungunya
and
offer a level of expertise you’ll only find at
estimated that about 30% of esophageal
other mosquito
the country’s leading cancer centers and
cancers are related to GERD. With this
borne illnesses,
a level of caring and compassion you can
in mind, people who experience pain
including West
only find at home. Smoking and heavy
while swallowing and/or pain behind
Nile virus:
alcohol consumption are risk factors for
the breastbone should schedule an
esophageal cancer.
examination.
Use a recommended mosquito repellent that
contains DEET
while you are
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

Early Notice and Public Review of a Proposed
Activity in a 100-Year Floodplain

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
BUREAU OF BUILDING, GROUNDS AND
REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
BUREAU OF BUILDING, GROUNDS AND
REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

Sealed bids will be received at the Bureau of Building, Grounds
and Real Property Management, 501 North West Street, Suite 1401
B, Jackson, Mississippi, 39201, until 2:00:00 p.m. on Thursday,
07/31/2014 , for:

Sealed bids will be received at the Bureau of Building, Grounds and Real
Property Management, 501 North West Street, Suite 1401 B, Jackson,
Mississippi, 39201, until 2:00:00 p.m. on Thursday, 07/31/2014 , for:

To: All interested Agencies (Federal, State, and Local) as well as, groups and
individuals.
This is to give notice that the City of Jackson under Part 58 has conducted
an evaluation as required by Executive Order 11988, in accordance with HUD
regulations at 24 CFR 55.20 Subpart C Procedures for Making Determinations on Floodplain Management, to determine the potential affect that its
activity in the floodplain will have on the human environment for City-wide
Street Restructuring Project – Poole Street under funding from the U. S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development, Community Block Grant
(CDBG) grant numbers B-11-MC-28-0003 and B-12-MC-28-0003. The proposed activities for this project will include milling, removing and replacing .09
mile of asphalt on Poole Street from Terry Road to the dead-end.
There are three primary purposes for this notice. First, people who may be
affected by activities in floodplains and those who have an interest in the
protection of the natural environment should be given an opportunity to express their concerns and provide information about these areas. Second, an
adequate public notice program can be an important public educational tool.
The dissemination of information about floodplains can facilitate and enhance
Federal efforts to reduce the risks associated with the occupancy and modification of these special areas. Third, as a matter of fairness, when the Federal
government determines it will participate in actions taking place in floodplains,
it must inform those who may be put at greater or continued risk.
Written comments must be received by the City of Jackson at the following address on or before July 11, 2014 during the hours of 8:00 AM to 5:00
PM: City of Jackson; Office of Housing and Community Development, Attention: Valerie Tucker, Manager, 218 S. President Street, Jackson, MS 39201.
The contact number is 601-960-2155. Comments may also be submitted via
email at vtucker@city.jackson.ms.us.

RE:
		
		

at which time they will be publicly opened and read. Contract documents may be obtained from:
Professional:
Address:
			
Phone:		

Glenn R. Kornbrek, Bureau Director
Director

Sealed, written formal bid proposals for the above rfps will be received by the
Board of Trustees of the Jackson Public School District, in the Business Office, 662 South President Street, Jackson, Mississippi, until 2:00 P.M. (Local
Prevailing Time) July 09, 2014, at which time and place they will be publicly
opened and read aloud. The Board of Trustees reserves the right to reject
any and all rfps, to waive informalities, and to withhold the acceptance of any
rfp if approved for forty-five calendar days from the date rfps are opened.
Proposal forms and detailed specifications may be obtained free of charge
by emailing acrossley@jackson.k12.ms.us, calling (601) 960-8799, or documents may be picked up at the above address.
06/19/2014, 06/26/2014

Summer Contractor’s

AUCTION
June 28, 2014

10 am Start Time – 2236 Hwy 49
Brooklyn (Hattiesburg), MS 39425

USM’s Summer Liquidation Auction
Online Only!

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING OF THE
JACKSON HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE JACKSON HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION (JHPC) WILL HOLD ITS MONTHLY MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC ON WEDNESDAY, JULY 09, 2014, AT
12:00 P.M. IN THE ANDREW JACKSON CONFERENCE ROOM (RM.
105) OF THE WARREN HOOD BUILDING, 200 SOUTH PRESIDENT
STREET, JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI.
APPLICATIONS FOR CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS

A.
CURRENT BUSINESS
1.
CASE NO. 2014-09, REQUEST BY: PEYTON PROSPERE
(APPLICANT: JETT DESIGN/BUILD, INC.) TO MAKE MAJOR INTERIOR RENOVATIONS AND EXPAND KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY AREA
FOR PROPERTY LOCATED AT 1336 ST. MARY ST. IN THE BELHAVEN
HISTORIC DISTRICT.
2.
CASE NO. 2014-10, REQUEST BY: WALTER BOONE TO INSTALL A CUSTOM FENCE TO PROPERTY LOCATED AT 1305 BELVOIR PL. IN THE BELHAVEN HISTORIC DISTRICT.
3.
CASE NO. 2014-11, REQUEST BY: ANDREW NAVOY TO
BUILD A NEW SHED ON PROPERTY LOCATED AT 1337 GREYMONT
AVE. IN THE BELHAVEN HISTORIC DISTRICT.

Martin & Martin Auctioneers

4.
CASE NO. 2014-12, REQUEST BY: DALLIS KETCHUM TO
ADD A NEW ADDITION TO PROPERTY LOCATED AT 1821 LYNCREST
AVE. IN THE BELHAVEN HISTORIC DISTRICT.

II.

OTHER ITEMS

III.

ADJOURN

A deposit of $200.00 is required. Bid preparation will be in accordance
with Instructions to Bidders bound in the project manual. The Bureau of
Building, Grounds and Real Property Management reserves the right to
waive irregularities and to reject any or all bids. NOTE: Telephones and
desks will not be available for bidders use at the bid site.
Glenn R. Kornbrek, Bureau Director
Director

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Early Notice and Public Review of a Proposed
Activity in a 100-Year Floodplain
To: All interested Agencies (Federal, State, and Local) as well as, groups and
individuals.
This is to give notice that the City of Jackson under Part 58 has conducted an
evaluation as required by Executive Order 11988, in accordance with HUD
regulations at 24 CFR 55.20 Subpart C Procedures for Making Determinations
on Floodplain Management, to determine the potential affect that its activity in
the floodplain will have on the human environment for City-wide Street Restructuring Project – Wooddell Drive under funding from the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Community Block Grant (CDBG)
grant numbers B-11-MC-28-0003 and B-12-MC-28-0003. The proposed activities for this project will include milling, removing and replacing .82 mile of
asphalt on Wooddell Drive from W. McDowell Road to Meadow Forest Drive.
There are three primary purposes for this notice. First, people who may be affected by activities in floodplains and those who have an interest in the protection of the natural environment should be given an opportunity to express their
concerns and provide information about these areas. Second, an adequate
public notice program can be an important public educational tool. The dissemination of information about floodplains can facilitate and enhance Federal
efforts to reduce the risks associated with the occupancy and modification of
these special areas. Third, as a matter of fairness, when the Federal government determines it will participate in actions taking place in floodplains, it must
inform those who may be put at greater or continued risk.

Written comments must be received by the City of Jackson at the following
address on or before July 11, 2014 during the hours of 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM:
City of Jackson; Office of Housing and Community Development, Attention:
Valerie Tucker, Manager, 218 S. President Street, Jackson, MS 39201. The
contact number is 601-960-2155. Comments may also be submitted via email
at vtucker@city.jackson.ms.us.
Mayor, Tony T. Yarber
6/26/2014

LEGAL

06/26/2014, 07/03/2014

Call 601-450-6200

6/26/2014, 7/3/2014

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

For More Information

NOTICE OF INTENT TO REQUEST RELEASE OF FUNDS

MARTIN & MARTIN AUCTIONEERS, INC.
Jeff Martin MSAL #1255

Summer Contractor’s

AUCTION
June 28, 2014

June 26, 2014
Tony T. Yarber, Mayor
City of Jackson, Mississippi
Office of Housing and Community Development
218 S. President Street; 2nd Floor; Jackson, MS 39201; 601-960-2155

Summer Contractor’s
Goldberg

AUCTION

On or about July 3, 2014 the City of Jackson’s Office of Housing and
Community Development will submit a request to the U. S. Department
of Housing and Community Development (HUD) for the release of Community Development Block PASS
Grant (CDBG) funds under Title 1 of the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974, as amended, (42
USC 5301 et seq.) to undertake a project known as Historic Medgar
10 am Start Time – 2236 Hwy 49
Evers
Farish(Hattiesburg),
Street NAACP
Brooklyn
MS Office.
39425 The work will involve the acquisition
and renovation of the office building with the goal of turning it into a
FeaturingThe
heavy
trucks, heavy
trailers,
museum.
building
is located
at 507-9 Farish Street. 507 ½ N. Farconstruction
equipment
and
attachments,
ish Street had been used as an office by the Mississippi NAACP Field
farm equipment, farm attachments,
Secretary Medgar Wiley Evers in 1954. The activities proposed are
vehicles
and miscellaneous items PLUS...
categorically excluded under HUD regulations at 24 CFR Part 38 from
hundreds of items selling absolute from
National Environmental Policy Act requirements. An Environmental ReIngalls Ship Building and
view Record (ERR) that documents the environmental determinations
2 local Jr. Colleges. Live & Online bidding.
for this project is on file at the Office of Housing and Community DeConsignment deadline Saturday, June 21.
velopment at 218 S. President Street, 2nd Floor, Jackson, MS 39201.
USM’s
Summer
Auction
The
ERR
can be Liquidation
viewed in office
Monday – Friday from 8:00 a.m. until
Online Only!
5:00 p.m.
Bidding June 17-24 12pm. Featuring several
lots scrap materials and industrialPASS
boiler units.
PUBLIC COMMENTS
Any individual, group or agency may submit written comments of the
ERR to the Office of Housing and Community Development. All comFor More Information
ments must be received by July 3, 2014 at 5:00 p.m. All comments will
3.556x2
WWW.MMAOFMS.COM
be considered by the City of Jackson prior
authorizing
submission of
MARTIN &toMARTIN
AUCTIONEERS, INC.
Detailed
Info and
Photos Available
on48
our website.
Web Jeff Martin MSAL #1255
a request
of release
of funds.

June 28, 2014

10 am Start Time – 2236 Hwy 49
Brooklyn (Hattiesburg), MS 39425

Featuring heavy trucks, heavy trailers,
construction equipment and attachments,
farm equipment, farm attachments,
vehicles and miscellaneous items PLUS...
hundreds of items selling absolute from
Ingalls Ship Building and
2 local Jr. Colleges. Live & Online bidding.

HELP WANTED DRIVERS!
CLASS A Drivers NEEDED NOW
USM’s
Summer
Liquidationarea!
Auction Good benefits
in the
Vicksburg
Online Only!
package.
CDL-A,
experience.
Bidding
June 17-24 12pm.
Featuring 1-year
several
lots scrap materials and industrial boiler units.
Good Driving and Work History.
Call 601-450-6200
Call MDS TODAY!
For More Information
866-519-1450
WWW.MMAOFMS.COM
bulkdrivingjobs.com
Detailed Info and Photos
Available on our website. MARTIN & MARTIN AUCTIONEERS, INC.
Consignment deadline Saturday, June 21.

Jeff Martin MSAL #1255

MDS

Call 601-450-6200

48 Web

ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATION
The City of Jackson’s Office of Housing and Community Development
certifies to HUD that Tony T. Yarber, in his capacity as Mayor consents
to accept the jurisdiction of the Federal courts if an action is brought to
enforce responsibilities in relation to the environmental review process
and that these responsibilities have been satisfied. HUD’s approval of
the certification satisfies its responsibilities under NEPA and related
laws and authorities, and allows the City of Jackson to use CDBG funds.
OBJECTIONS TO RELEASE OF FUNDS
HUD will accept objections to its release of fund and the City of Jackson’s certification for a period of fifteen days following the anticipated
submission date or its actual receipt of the request (whichever is later)
only if they are on one of the following bases: (a) the certification was
not executed by the Certifying Officer of the City of Jackson; (b) the City
of Jackson has omitted a step or failed to make a decision or finding
required by HUD regulations at 24 CFR part 58; (c) the grant recipient or other participants in the development process have committed
funds, incurred costs or undertaken activities not authorized by 24 CFR
Part 58 before approval of a release of funds by HUD; or (d) another
Federal agency acting pursuant to 40 CFR Part 1504 has submitted a
written finding that the project is unsatisfactory from the standpoint of
environmental quality. Objections must be prepared and submitted in
accordance with the required procedures (24 CFR Part 58, Sec. 58.76)
and shall be addressed to HUD at Dr. A. H. McCoy Federal Building,
100 W. Capitol Street, Suite 910; Jackson, MS 39269-1096. Potential
objectors should contact HUD to verify the actual last day of the objection period.
Tony T. Yarber, Mayor
6/26/2014

Crossword Solution

Cryptogram Solution
3.556x4

The McCarty Company-Design Group, P.A.
Post Office Box 440
Tupelo, Mississippi 38804
662-844-4400

“Anyone knowing the whereabouts of LATOSHA ANN KELLY, please contact
Brandy McClure, Attorney at Law, P.O. Box 665, 1203 Fourth Street, Suite C,
Jonesville, LA 71343, 318-339-7337.”

PASS

Bidding June 17-24 12pm. Featuring several
lots scrap materials and industrial boiler units.

WWW.MMAOFMS.COM

Professional:
Address:
			
Phone:		

6.
CASE NO. 2014-14, REQUEST BY: RAINBOW SIGNS TO
INSTALL A NEW SIGN ON THE NATIONAL REGISTER PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 622 DULING AVE.

Consignment deadline Saturday, June 21.

Detailed Info and Photos Available on our website.

at which time they will be publicly opened and read. Contract documents may be obtained from:

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

I.

GS# 212-061 Stringer Hall Renovations (Phase 2)
Northeast Mississippi Community College

6/26/2014, 7/3/2014

5.
CASE NO. 2014-13, REQUEST BY: MERRILL MCKEWEN TO
ADD A NEW DECK TO PROPERTY LOCATED AT 1012 PINEHURST
ST. IN THE BELHAVEN HISTORIC DISTRICT.

Featuring heavy trucks, heavy trailers,
construction equipment and attachments,
farm equipment, farm attachments,
vehicles and miscellaneous items PLUS...
hundreds of items selling absolute from
Ingalls Ship Building and
2 local Jr. Colleges. Live & Online bidding.

RE:
		

6/26/2014, 7/3/2014

6/26/2014

RFP 2014-04 – Pool of Service
Providers for ACT Prep
RFP 2014-05 – Lead Partner for JPS Schools’ Core Academics

AEDD Plus, PLLC
Post Office Box 205
Laurel, Mississippi 39441
(601) 425-2973

A deposit of $250.00 is required. Bid preparation will be in accordance
with Instructions to Bidders bound in the project manual. The Bureau
of Building, Grounds and Real Property Management reserves the
right to waive irregularities and to reject any or all bids. NOTE: Telephones and desks will not be available for bidders use at the bid site.

Mayor, Tony T. Yarber

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

GS# 522-046 SPECIAL NEEDS SHELTER
(Second Rebid)
State Department of Health

3.33x4

Sudoku Solution

46 Web

HELP WANTED DRIVERS!
CLASS A Drivers NEEDED NOW
in the Vicksburg area! Good benefits
package. CDL-A, 1-year experience.
Good Driving and Work History.
Call MDS TODAY!
866-519-1450
bulkdrivingjobs.com

3.556x2
48 Web

3.33x2

© Feature Exchange

© Feature Exchange

© Feature Exchange
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Pick Up

At The Following Locations:

One Order, One Payment,
Over 100 Newspapers Statewide.
Mississippi Press Services
601-981-3060

j a c k s o n
SPORTS MEDICINE
Bully’s Restaurant
Fortification and I-55
3118 Livingston Road
Two Sisters Kitchen
cash & carry
707 North Congress - Jackson, MS
Capitol Street and Monument Street
Upton tire
City Hall
Countyline Road and State Street
219 S President St
Murphy USA
Garrett Office Complex
6394 Ridgewood Rd (North Jackson)
Revell Ace Hardware
2659 Livingston Road
PASS
Terry Rd (South Jackson)
Dollar General
Rite Aid
3957 Northview Dr (North Jackson)
380 W. Woodrow Wilson Ave
Dollar General
Rite Aid
2030 N Siwell Rd
114 E. McDowell Rd
Dollar General
Rite Aid
4331 Highway 80W
6075 Old Canton Rd
Dollar General
5990 Medgar Evers Blvd
CAN T ON
Dollar General
A&I
1214 Capitol St (Downtown Jackson)
716 Roby Street - Canton, MS
Dollar General
B&B
304 Briarwood Dr
702 West North Street - Canton, MS
Dollar General
Boutique Store
2855 McDowell Rd
3355 North Liberty - Canton, MS
Dollar General
Bully’s Store
104 Terry Rd
Church Street - Canton, MS
JJ Mobil
Community Mart
Northside Drive and Flagg Chapel
743 Ruby Street - Canton, MS
JSU Student union
Fryer Lane Grocery
1400 J. R. Lynch Street
Martin Luther King Drive - Canton, MS
Liberty Bank and Trust
Hamlin Floral Design
2325 Livingston Rd.
285 Peace Street - Canton, MS
PASS
lumpkins
bbq
Joe’s Sandwich & Grocery
182
Raymond
RoadOne Payment,507 Church Street - Canton, MS
One
Order,
McDade’s Market
K & K One Stop
Over
100 Newspapers Statewide.
Northside Drive
110 West Fulton Street - Canton, MS
McDade’s
Market
#2 Services Lacy’s Insurance
Mississippi
Press
653 Duling 601-981-3060
Avenue
421 Peace Street - Canton, MS
Picadilly Cafeteria
Soul Set Barber Shop
Jackson Medical Mall
257 Peace Street - Canton, MS
350 W Woodrow Wilson Avenue
Trailer Park Grocery
Piggly Wiggly
22 Westside Drive - Canton,
MS
**
2875 McDowell
Road 46 Web
B Y R A M
3.33x4
Shell Food Mart
Dollar General
5492 Watkins Drive
Swinging Bridge Dr.
Promoti125
o

Satellite TV Difference

One Order, One Payment,
Over 100 Newspapers Statewide.
Mississippi Press Services
601-981-3060

Make the Switch to Dish Today
Save Up To 50%
3.556x4 and
48 Web
**

Promotion
Pack al
starting aatges
only ...

for 12 mon

mo.

ths

PACKAGES
UNDER $50

ASK ABOUT
HIGH SPEED
INTERNET
AS LOW AS ....

mo.

Prices valid for 12 months.
Requires 24-month agreement

PREMIUM MOVIE CHANNELS

for 12 mon

SAME DAY
INSTALLATION
IN UP TO 6 ROOMS
Where available.

CALL TODAY INSTALLED TODAY!

1-888-471-1216
Call 7 days a week 8am - 11pm EST Promo Code: MB0113

48 Web

**Savings applies to AT120, AT120+, AT200, and AT250 with HD programming, 2 year agreement and credit qualiﬁcation.
Discount applied to ﬁrst year of service in form of online and promotional credits plus free HD for Life which is a $10/mo credit.
Blockbuster @Home (1 disc at a time): Only available with new qualifying DISH service activated during promotional period. For the first 3 months of your subscription, you will receive Blockbuster @Home free (regularly
$10/mo). After 3 months, then-current regular price applies. Requires online DISH account for discs by mail; broadband Internet to stream content; HD DVR to stream to TV. Exchange online rentals for free in-store movie
rentals at participating Blockbuster stores (excludes Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands). Streaming to TV and some channels not available with select packages. Promotional offers require activation of new qualifying
DISH service with 24-month agreement and credit qualification. Cancellation fee of $20/month remaining applies if service is terminated before end of agreement. 3-month premium movie offer value is $135. After
each applicable promotional period, then-current price applies unless you downgrade. Free Standard Professional Installation only. All equipment is leased and must be returned to DISH upon cancellation or unreturned
equipment fees apply. Upfront and additional monthly fees may apply. PrimeTime Anytime feature not available in all markets. Recording hours vary; 2000 hours based on SD programming. Equipment comparison
based on equipment available from major TV providers as of 1/17/13. Some Hopper with Sling features require compatible mobile device. All prices, packages, programming, features, functionality and offers subject to
change without notice. Offers available for new and qualified former customers, and subject to terms of applicable Promotional and Residential Customer agreements. State reimbursement charges may apply.
Additional restrictions may apply. Offers end 5/21/13. HBO®, Cinemax® and related channels and service marks are the property of Home Box Office, Inc. SHOWTIME is a registered trademark of Showtime Networks Inc.,
a CBS Company.STARZ and related channels and service marks are property of Starz Entertainment, LLC. All new customers are subject to a one-time, non-refundable processing fee.

C l a s s e s -T r a i n i n g

PACKAGES
UNDER 50

C L I N T ON
Dollar General
807 Berkshire St - Clinton, MS
R I D G E L AN D
Rite Aid
398 Hwy 51
T erry
Mardi Gras Café
106 West Cunningham Avenue
R a ym o n d
Hinds Community College
Welcome Center
505 E. Main Street
Sunflower Grocery
122 Old Port Gibson Street,
Raymond, MS
Love Food Mart
120 E. Main Street,
Raymond, MS
Raymond Public Library
126 W. Court Street, Raymond, MS
Raymond City Hall
110 Courtyard Square, Raymond
U ti c a
Hubbard’s truck stop
Mississippi Hwy 27
Pitt Stop
101 Hwy 18 & 27
B o lt o n
Mack’s Café
103 West Madison Street
Bolton Library
Bolton City Hall

PREMIUM MOVIE CHANNELS

mo.

ths

For 3 months.

Call Now and Ask How to Save Up To 50%**

PASS
Dish Network
2x6

Pack nal
starting aatges
only ...

Jun22_MCAN

where available

3.556x4

Make the Switch to Dish Today
and Save Up To 50%

HAVIOR’S AUTO CARE
5495 I-55 South Frontage Road
VowelL’s Market Place
5777 Terry Road

For 3 months.

ASK ABOUT
HIGH SPEED
SAME DAY
INSTALLATION
Employm
e n t-T r u c k i n g
INTERNET
IN UP TO 6 ROOMS

AS LOW AS ....
AIRLINE JOBS begin here - Get trained
Drivers - CDL-A
$
as FAA certified Aviation Technician.
DRIVERCALL
PAY
INCREASE
TODAY
Financial aid for qualified students.
• Exp.
Solos TODAY!
- 40¢ mile
INSTALLED
Prices valid for 12 months.
mo.
Requires 24-month agreement
Housing and Job placement
assistance. where available • Teams - Up To 51¢ mile
1¢ mile increase each year NO CAP!
Call Aviation Institute of Maintenance,
Extra Pay
844-210-3935.
** for Hazmat!
888-928-6011
Employment-Sales
www.Drive4Total
Where available.

Call Now and Ask How to Save Up To 50%

1-888-471-1216

EARN $500 A DAY; Insurance Agents
Needed; Leads,
No
Cold
Call 7 days
a week 8am
- 11pm ESTCalls;
Promo Code: MB0113
46AT200,Web
Commissions 3.33x4
Paidapplies toDaily;
Lifetime
**Savings
AT120, AT120+,
and AT250 with HD programming, 2 year agreement and credit qualiﬁcation.
Discount applied to ﬁrst year of service in form of online and promotional credits plus free HD for Life which is a $10/mo credit.
Renewals;
Complete
Training;
Health/Dental Insurance; Life License
Blockbuster @Home (1 disc at a time): Only available with new qualifying DISH service activated during promotional period. For the first 3 months of your subscription, you will receive Blockbuster @Home free (regularly
Required. Call 1-888-713-6020.
$10/mo). After 3 months, then-current regular price applies. Requires online DISH account for discs by mail; broadband Internet to stream content; HD DVR to stream to TV. Exchange online rentals for free in-store movie

rentals at participating Blockbuster stores (excludes Puerto Rico and U.S. Virgin Islands). Streaming to TV and some channels not available with select packages. Promotional offers require activation of new qualifying
DISH service with 24-month agreement and credit qualification. Cancellation fee of $20/month remaining applies if service is terminated before end of agreement. 3-month premium movie offer value is $135. After

applicable
E m p l o y meachequipment
efeesnpromotional
t -period,Tthen-current
r upricecapplieskunlessi youndowngrade.
g Free Standard Professional Installation only. All equipment is leased and must be returned to DISH upon cancellation or unreturned
apply. Upfront and additional monthly fees may apply. PrimeTime Anytime feature not available in all markets. Recording hours vary; 2000 hours based on SD programming. Equipment comparison

based on equipment available from major TV providers as of 1/17/13. Some Hopper with Sling features require compatible mobile device. All prices, packages, programming, features, functionality and offers subject to

change without notice. OffersTRAINING
available for new and qualified former customers,
and subject to terms of applicable Promotional and Residential Customer agreements. State reimbursement charges may apply.
ACE TRUCK DRIVER
With
Additional restrictions may apply. Offers end 5/21/13. HBO®, Cinemax® and related channels and service marks are the property of Home Box Office, Inc. SHOWTIME is a registered trademark of Showtime Networks Inc.,
a CBS Company.STARZ
and related channels and serviceAssistance.
marks are property of Starz Entertainment, LLC. All new customers are subject to a one-time, non-refundable processing fee.
A Difference! Job
Placement
Day, Night and Refresher Courses. Train
in MS. Call 888-430-4223.
AVERITT EXPRESS New Pay Increase
3.556 x 6 48 Web
For Regional Drivers! 40 to 46 CPM +
Dish
Fuel Bonus! Also, Post-Training
Pay Network
Increase for Students! (Depending on
2x6
Domicile) Get Home EVERY Week +
Excellent Benefits. CDL-A Required. 888For Sale, Misc.
362-8608.
Apply@AverittCareers.com
CHURCH FURNITURE: Does your
Equal Opportunity Employer - Females,
church need pews, pulpit set, baptistery,
Minorities, Protected Veterans and
steeple, windows? Big Sale on new cushIndividuals
With
Disabilities
Are
ioned pews and pew chairs. 1-800-231Encouraged To Apply.
8360. www.pews1.com
DRIVER - CDL/A
REDUCE YOUR CABLE BILL! Get a
LOOKING FOR A CAREER WITH
whole home satellite system installed at
HIGHER EARNINGS POTENTIAL?
NO COST and programming starting at
No out-of-pocket tuition cost!
$19.99/month. FREE HD/DVR upgrade to
• Earn Your CDL-A in 22 Days,
new callers, so CALL NOW. 1-877-381and start driving with KLLM!
8004.
• Top Notch Training Equipment
• Competitive Training Pay
Services
Upon Graduation
• Career Advancement
Are you in BIG trouble with the IRS?
Must Be 21 Years of Age
Stop wage & bank levies, liens & audits,
855-378-9335 EOE
unfiled tax returns, payroll issues, &
www.kllm.com
resolve tax debt FAST. Seen on CNN. A+
DRIVER TRAINEES NEEDED NOW!
rating with the BBB. Call 1-800-675Learn to drive for Werner Enterprises.
1156.
Earn $800 per week! No experience
CANADA DRUG CENTER is your choice
needed! CDL & job ready in 15 days!
for safe and affordable medications. Our
APPLY TODAY. 1-800-350-7364.
licensed Canadian mail order pharmacy
DRIVERS - $1,000 Sign-On Bonus.
will provide you with savings of up to 75
Class “A” CDL Holders Needed in the
percent on all your medication needs.
Columbia, Meridian, Roxie, Taylorsville,
Call today 1-800-823-2564 for $10.00
Vicksburg and Yazoo City areas. Home
off your first prescription and free shipdaily, paid by load. Paid orientation, benping.
efits and bonuses. Owner Operators
ADVERTISE STATEWIDE in over 100
Welcome. Paid by mileage. Forest
newspapers with one phone call. MS
Products Transports. 800-925-5556. EOE.
Press. 601-981-3060 or your local paper.

Services
DIRECTV starting at $24.95/month.
Free 3-months of HBO, Starz, Showtime &
Cinemax. FREE RECEIVER Upgrade! 2014
NFL Sunday Ticket included with Select
Packages. Some exclusions apply-call for
details. 1-800-912-4961.
DISH TV Retailer - Starting at
$19.99/month (for 12 months). Find Out
How To SAVE Up to 50% Today! Ask
About Same Day Installation! CALL 1800-319-2526.
REDUCE YOUR PAST TAX BILL by as
much as 75 Percent. Stop Levies, Liens
and Wage Garnishments. Call The Tax DR
Now to see if you Qualify. 1-800-522-9068.

Services-Medical
NEW AND USED STAIR LIFT ELEVATORS. New scooters starting at $799.
Warranty with service. Elrod Mobility. 25year old company, A+ rating with BBB.
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 8 2 - 0 6 5 8 .
www.myelrodmobility.com

Week of June 22, 2014
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Altidore to miss U.S.Germany World Cup game

The Associated Press
SAO PAULO - Jozy Altidore will miss the United
States’ World Cup game
against Germany June 26
because of his strained left
hamstring.
The forward was injured
in the Americans’ opening
2-1 win against Ghana on
June 16 and didn’t play in
Sunday’s 2-2 draw against
Portugal.
“Jozy is recovering really
well,” U.S. coach Jurgen
Klinsmann said Tuesday.
“This game comes still too
early for him. But we’re
working on him. We’ll get
him back in this tournament, as we said, so once
this game hopefully is done
successfully, we’ll have a
good chance to have him
back then in the team.”
Germany has four points
and leads Group G on goal
difference over the United
States. Portugal and Ghana,
who also play Thursday,

United States’ Jozy Altidore holds his hand to his face as he lies on the pitch after pulling up injured during the group G World Cup soccer match between Ghana and the United States at the Arena das Dunas in
Natal, Brazil, Monday, June 16, 2014. AP Photo/Ricardo Mazalan
have one point apiece.
Defender Matt Besler
said he felt pain in his
right hamstring when he

stretched during a clearance Sunday but said it was
less painful than during the
opener, when he came out

at halftime.
“Matt Besler is no problem at all,” Klinsmann
said.

FIFA hails ‘milestone’ espn
rating for US-Portugal
The Associated Press
RIO DE JANEIRO - FIFA
has hailed the TV rating in the
United States for the World
Cup match between the Americans and Portugal as a milestone for the sport.
The 24.7 million television
viewers were “spectacular figures” for a group-stage match,
FIFA’s director of television
Niclas Ericson said June 24.
ESPN got 18.2 million
viewers for the 2-2 draw on
Sunday, and 6.5 million more
watched on Spanish-language
network Univision.
Ericson said the ESPN rating beats the average for the
five NBA finals games this
month and the six World Series games last October.
“We see it as an important
milestone in the audience history of soccer in the U.S.,” the
FIFA official said.
The Americans next play
Germany at 1200 EDT (1500
GMT) on Thursday, needing to avoid defeat to reach

the last-16
round.
Though
Fox
drew
19.2
million for the
Boston Red
Sox’s Game
Six clincher
against the
St.
Louis
Cardinals,
the
2013
World
Series averaged
15.0 million,
FIFA said.
Fox
has
the rights to United States’ Clint Dempsey, left, celebrates scoring
the 2018 and his side’s second goal during the group G World Cup
2022 World soccer match between the USA and Portugal at the
Cups after Arena da Amazonia in Manaus, Brazil, Sunday, June
agreeing a 22, 2014. AP Photo/Themba Hadebe
$425 million
deal with FIFA in October for the 2010-2014 package
2011. Telemundo paid $600 and Univision paid $325 milmillion for Spanish rights in lion, making the U.S. the most
the U.S. for the two tourna- valuable single territory in
terms of TV rights for soccer’s
ments.
ESPN paid $100 million international governing body.

www.mississippilink.com

Costa Rica defies
doubters to win Group D
By Frank Griffiths
The Associated Press
BELO HORIZONTE, Brazil Defying all the doubters, Costa Rica
came through perhaps the toughest
group of the World Cup unbeaten
and on top.
Costa Rica followed up its wins
over Uruguay and Italy by holding England to a dour 0-0 draw on
Tuesday, enough to finish first in
Group D. Quite an achievement
for a team that was seen as the rank
outsider in the first ever World Cup
group that contained three former
champions.
“It wasn’t the death group after
all - at least not for us,” Costa Rica
coach Jorge Luis Pinto said. He
dedicated the qualification to “those
who believed in us and those who
didn’t.”
“People started believing after
the game against Italy,” he added.
Uruguay also advanced from the
group after beating Italy 1-0.
Costa Rica only needed a draw to
top Group D and played that way,
setting up in a defensive 5-3-2 formation against England.
The result gives Costa Rica its
best World Cup performance. While
Los Ticos reached the knockout
stages in 1990, they finished second
in a weaker group. Costa Rica will
now play the runner-up in Group C
in the second round.
“We will have to keep fighting,”
Pinto said. “Whatever happens we
are willing to fight.”
England lost its first two matches
to Italy and Uruguay and was already eliminated. England goes
home from Brazil without a win after striker Daniel Sturridge missed a
number of chances Tuesday.
But coach Roy Hodgson thought
his team showed spirit against the
Costa Ricans, trying to break down
a stubborn defense.
“We showed today what a good
team we can be,” England coach
Roy Hodgson said. “Apart from the
first 10 minutes, I thought we dominated.”
One of Sturridge’s best opportunities came in the 65th after a
nice one-two with midfielder Jack
Wilshere. But the forward’s curling shot from the right just missed
squeezing inside the far post.
Costa Rica had started the match
brightly, passing the ball around

midfield with ease and making England chase them around. Forward
Joel Campbell had an early chance,
but his shot from inside the area deflected off Gary Cahill and went just
wide in the second minute.
Costa Rica’s best chance came in
the 23rd minute when Celso Borges’ curling free kick was tipped onto
the crossbar and out for a corner by
England goalkeeper Ben Foster.
But that was about it in terms of
attacking for the Costa Ricans and
they were happy to absorb England
pressure, especially in the second
half.
Pinto defended his team defensive tactics, saying Costa Rica was
also out to attack.
“Some people said we would
only defend,” he said. “No, that’s
not true. You have seen it. We have
been able to attack as well. That is
why we are very proud,”
With nothing to play for, Hodgson made nine changes to the England team, fielding a slew of younger talent, including Adam Lallana,
Ross Barkley and Luke Shaw.
England’s backup players looked
disjointed in the first half, giving the
ball away easily and finding it difficult to break through Costa Rica’s
setup.
Wilshere made a fine run down
the left in the 12th, setting up Sturridge just outside the area, but the
forward’s curling shot just missed
wide.
Wayne Rooney came on as a
substitute late in the second half and
made an instant impact for England. He found space just outside
Costa Rica’s area in the 80th, but
the backpedalling Costa Rica goalkeeper Keylor Navas was able to tip
it over the bar and out for a corner.
While England showed improvement in the second half, the team
just couldn’t find a way a through
Costa Rica’s rearguard.
A hardcore group of about 150
England fans stayed in the stands
long after the final whistle in an otherwise empty Mineirao Stadium,
chanting loudly and jumping up
and down.
About 25 armed riot police with
shields and batons formed a line
behind stewards who were urging
them to leave. Singing “England
Till We Die,” the fans eventually
left the stands peacefully.
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Book Review:
“The
Prodigal
Son”
Kimberla Lawson Roby
by

c.2014, Grand Central Publishing
$26.00 / $29.00 Canada • 319 pages

By Terri Schlichenmeyer
Book Reviewer
Mom always liked you better. Your siblings probably
knew it. How could they not?
You were her favorite who got
the bigger dessert, more hugs, a
lax curfew. And that proved it.
Surely, they thought the
same thing, because Moms really aren’t supposed to have favorites. And in the new book,
“The Prodigal Son” by Kimberla Lawson Roby, neither are
dads.
Matthew Black hated to admit it, but he missed his parents. It had been a year since
he’d cut ties with them.
It had to happen: his father
had stood by while his mother
did something underhanded
to Matt’s wife and baby son.
Reverend Curtis and First Lady
Charlotte Black never wanted
Matt to marry Racquel; they’d
made that clear. And their ac-

tions almost destroyed her.
Though it hurt him to the
quick, Matt avoided his parents
in order to protect his family,
but then Racquel started acting
weird. She wanted nothing to
do with her son or her husband,
she started drinking, acting crazy, and she asked for a divorce.
Matt was baffled. He loved
Racquel - until things got
much, much worse….
Curtis Black hoped with all
his heart that Matt would come
back to the fold. He loved all
his children deeply: Alicia,
his oldest daughter. Matt, his
strong son. Curtina, his baby
girl. And now there was Dillon,
a long-lost newly-embraced
son that Curtis had denied so
many years ago.
Reverend Black felt blessed.
But Dillon Whitfield was furious! Here he was - the eldest
son of the esteemed Reverend
Curtis Black - and his own fa-

ther ignored him!
He never told Dillon about
his return to the pulpit. He
barely included Dillon in family events. Curtis could hardly
even make time for his firstborn son, and Dillon knew who
was behind everything: that
witch, Charlotte.
Dillon knew she hated him
and he planned to ruin her.
Nothing would give him more
pleasure, but he wasn’t sure exactly how it would happen.
His fiancée, Melissa, the
woman he’d used to scam his
father, was pathetic. She was
no help, but he couldn’t do it
on his own. And then he met a
wildcat named Racquel….
So the way I see it, there
are two parts to “The Prodigal
Son.” The story itself is good
enough.
Author Kimberla Lawson
Roby gives readers a standard
amount of women’s-novel

Crossword Puzzle

drama in a standard church
setting; a couple of plotlines
that go off yonder; things
that will make you suck the
enamel clean off your teeth;
and your typical evil antagonists. We also get a cliffhanger, naturally.
What bothered me, though
- and I know it irritates others, too - are the mistakes in
this book. There’s missing
punctuation and oddly worded sentences have nothing to
do with the plot, true enough.
And some of these issues can
be ignored - but not when
they happen over and over
again.
Though it can stand alone
as a passable diversion,
this book is part of a series.
And if you’ve read the others, you’ll want “The Prodigal Son.” For most readers,
though, I think you can do
better.

Sudoku

The challenge is to fill every row across, every column down, and every
3x3 box with the digits 1 through 9. Each 1 through 9 digit must appear
only once in each row across, each column down, and each 3x3 box.

© Feature Exchange

Cryptogram

A cryptogram is a puzzle where a sentence is encoded by substituting the
actual letters of the sentence with different letters. The challenge of the
puzzle is to ‘decode’ the sentence to reveal the original English sentence.
We have provided a few of the decoded letters to help get you started.

Hint: Quote by Elizabeth Taylor

© Feature Exchange

This Week’s Horoscopes
You may feel the urge to lay low today,
but to do so will ensure you missed out
on some great opportunities.

ACROSS
1. Information
5. Western Athletic Conferences
9. Use
11. Fencing sword
12. Ornamental edge
13. Chop
14. Feed
15. Chlorine (abbr.)
17. Celibate
18. Mucus
20. Battle-axe
22. Tease
23. Deutschmark (abbr.)
24. Doctoral degree
27. Neuron end
29. Eagle’s nest
31. Lease
32. Hit
33. Bird’s home
34. Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics

DOWN
1. Mislead lead on
2. Continent
3. Sensitivity
4. Past
5. Newly ___, Nearly Dead
6. Impersonating
7. Bodily cavity
8. Was looked at
10. Engraved
16. Horse-like animals
18. Place (abbr.)
19. Former spouse
20. Gremlin
21. Aromas
22. Genghis __
24. Aces
25. Swats
26. Elk’s cousin
28. Fisherman’s tool
30. Flightless bird
© Feature Exchange

1/21 - 2/19
Aquarius

It's a good time to present your ideas and
opinions to others, as you express
thoughts clearly today.
7/23-8/21
Leo

This week, get out in the world and take
advantage of your current good fortune!
2/20 - 3/20
Pisces

You are not apt to be a good listener this
week!
8/22 - 9/23
Virgo

You may be nearing a time to take up
meditation or possibly a little yoga in
order to relax.
3/21 - 4/20
Aries

Buying, selling, or negotiating will likely
go smoothly this weekend.
9/24 - 10/23
Libra

All week, try to keep aspects of your life
in balance to get the romance that comes
your way.
4/21 - 5/21
Taurus

Accepting other's opinions is the key to
getting along without forcing your issue.
10/24 - 11/22
Scorpio

Communicating by sending out messages
today, will bring a smile to loved ones.
5/22 - 6/21
Gemini

Spread the burden, share the load, and
lead the way all day!
11/23 - 12/22
Sagittarius

Taking care of routine tasks that require
mental clarity are important actions all
this week.
6/22 - 7/22
Cancer

You know you're right today, so others
follow as a matter of course, simply
because they all agree.
12/23 - 1/20
Capricorn

(For puzzle answer keys, see page 14)
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EUR exclusive: ‘Think Like a Man Good weighs in on sexy image,
‘appropriate’ church dress and …
Too’ producers sued for gross
mismanagement, abuse of control
eurweb.com
”Think Like a Man Too” may
have scored well as the number
one movie at the box office, but the
film’s producers are attracting a different kind of attention.
Documents obtained by EURweb
show a lawsuit filed Friday against
Rainforest Films by Bernard Brothers president and CEO Bernard
Bronner. The businessman is suing
Will Packer along with Robert Hardy, II and TRF Productions, LLC
for inter alia, breaches of fiduciary
duty, gross mismanagement, misappropriation of corporate assets,
waste of corporate assets and abuse
of control.
Bronner, who invested more than
$500,000 to start Rainforest with
Packer and Hardy as well as raised
more than $250,000 for the company, claims to have received “only
a fraction of the initial amount that
he invested in Rainforest (and the
amounts solely raised from his personal business and social contacts)”
despite the fact that Hardy and Packer have made “millions of dollars”
from the success of the company.
The trio’s business relationship
dates back to the year 2000 independent film “Trois.” Bronner invested more than $500,000 in the
film in exchange for a return on his
investment and “a profit” based on
“Trois’” performance at the box office. “Trois” ultimately became the
film that put Rainforest on the map
as it grossed more than $1,200,000
in box office receipts and became
the fastest African-American distributed film to surpass the $1 million mark.
The movie’s success paved the
way for other successful Rainfor-

est films such as “The
Gospel” ($15,700,000
in box office sales),
“Stomp the Yard”
($75, 500,000), “This
Christmas” (roughly
$50,000,000)
“ O b s e s s e d ”
($73,800,000), “Takers” ($69,000,000),
“Think Like a Man”
($96,000,000 world- Packer and Hardy
wide), “Ride Along”
(nearly $150,000,000) and “About Bronner has yet to recoup his initial
Last Night” ($50,000,000 in gross capital investment in Rainforest. In
addition, Bronner claims that funds
receipts as of April 25, 2014).
Despite the success, Bronner from the company were obtained by
claims there was inner turmoil at Packer for personal use and that he
Rainforest. According to the suit, the did not authorize or approve efforts
Bronner Bros. Hair Care owner and by Packer and Hardy to dissolve
other “Trois” investors were not ful- Rainforest in May.
Bronner alleges in the suit that
ly compensated for their investment,
Hardy and Packer’s conduct was
despite the film’s success.
The suit further states that Bron- “oppressive” and “unfairly prejudiner was systematically shut out of cial” to him and Rainforest shareRainforest by Hardy and Packer, holders. In addition, the executive
who Bronner claims assumed con- claims Hardy and Packer committrol of everyday operations and ted fraud in withholding financial
limited information he received as information as well as “violated
well as his decision-making au- and breached their fiduciary duties
thority. Salary increases for Hardy of good faith, loyalty, oversight,
and Packer that were made without and supervision.” Other allegations
Bronner’s knowledge were also not- cited in the suit include lack of caned in the suit as well as unsuccess- dor, gross mismanagement, waste of
ful attempts by Bronner to obtain corporate assets, unjust enrichment,
financial information for Rainforest. abuse of control and misappropriaAs for his payment, the suit stated tion of corporate assets.
Bronner, who is demanding a trial
that Bronner didn’t receive any payments for 2002, 2004, 2007, 2008 by jury, is seeking judgement against
and 2009. When asked about the Hardy and Packer for the allegations
financial status of Rainforest, Hardy as well as an award of punitive damand Packer repeatedly told Bronner ages, among other things.
EUR reached out to Producer
that the company, despite its success, was making “little to no profit.” Will Packer’s spokesperson for a
The suit mentioned that despite comment, but as of this posting there
receiving compensation in 2011, has been no response.

eurweb.com
Meagan Good knows all too
well the talk surrounding her sexy
image and choice of wardrobe
as it relates to being the wife of a
preacher.
But to hear her tell it, her marriage to DeVon Franklin has put a
pause on her rebellious spirit while
allowing her to be comfortable with
who she is and everything that God
has blessed her with physically.
In an an interview with Rolling
Out, Good opens up about the effect Franklin has had on her as well
as the sexy perception others have
of her and the feedback on her not
being a pastor’s wife who is not
“appropriately” dressed. Some
highlights from the “Think Like a
Man Too” star’s cover story with
Rolling Out are below:
On her sexy image:
I really don’t think there’s anything wrong with being sexy. God
created our bodies as women. He
created us to be beautiful, to be
sexy, to be powerful, to be fearless

Good
- to be amazing. I do respect and
understand the fact that when you
come into the sanctuary, you need
to be dressed appropriately because
you are not the star - Jesus is the
star. That I agree with 100 percent.
On not being “appropriately”
dressed as a pastor’s wife:
‘Appropriately’ is in each person’s own heart and each person’s
own mind. When you speak to me
about ‘appropriately,’ you’re talking about a girl who, at 9 years old,
was getting completely naked and
dressed around a bunch of drag
queens. So my upbringing and my
experiences as an actress my en-

tire life and the liberalness of my
childhood and surroundings, [that
shapes] my opinion of ‘appropriate.’
On her husband DeVon:
His acceptance of me has allowed me to grow in areas where
I was struggling in the past because
I felt so unaccepted,” she explained
further. “I was angry, and that anger
created a rebellious spirit that didn’t
really want to change. Because it
needed to be accepted first, before
it could even consider being better. Marriage has made me better,
assured me, made me happier; I’m
way more at peace. I feel like I’m
consistently growing into a better
person and I feel like I can help him
grow into a better person. He sees
all the positive things in me that I
felt like a lot of other people didn’t
see. I always felt very judged. I
always felt like people were coming for me. He was the first person,
outside of my sister or mother, who
said ‘I see you. I see who you really are.’

Jay Z and Mariah Carey beverages coming to Walgreens
eurweb.com
Now, fans of Jay Z and Mariah
Carey can literally drink the KoolAid - only it’s not Kool-Aid.
Jay Z and Mariah Carey-brand
beverages are about to hit the market from the company Go ‘N Syde,
run by music mogul Kevin Liles of
KWL Enterprises. He’s hoping Carey’s “Butterfly” pink lemonade and
Jay-Z’s “40/40” Arnold Palmer-like
drink will “disrupt the consumer
package goods market.”
But these aren’t your average sodas, reported Billboard. At $1.99 a
pop, each bottle comes with exclusive content via augmented reality

technology - a “network,” as Liles
calls it - to fans who download the
company’s app and then scan the
labels with their phones.
The beverages are currently
available in select locations and
moving at a pace of 1,000 bottles
a week, according to Forbes. But
soon that figure should jump considerably as they will be stocked
soon at 7,500 Duane Reade and
Walgreens stores around the country.
For the former Def Jam president and Warner Music executive
VP who runs KWL Enterprises
- which, as well as brand consult-

ing, a philanthropic wing and more,
includes a management company
that oversees the careers of musicians, athletes and models including D’Angelo, Trey Songz, Estelle, Nelly, model Selita Ebanks,
co-management of Ty Dolla $ign,
and others - these drinks are just the
beginning of what may be possible
to leverage his expertise into the
consumer goods market.
Additionally, he is a partner with
his former Warner colleagues Lyor
Cohen and Todd Moscowitz in 300,
an Atlantic-distributed label that’s
seeking to work a new model in the
music business.
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piggly wiggly
June 25 - July 1, 2014

110 East Academy
Canton, MS
1150 East Peace St.
Canton, MS

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday / 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

225 Meadowbrook Rd.
JACKSON, MS
2875 McDowell Rd.
JACKSON, MS

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday / 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

No Cards Needed To
Shop Our Low Prices

the price you see is the price
you pay at the register.
www.pigglywigglyms.com
FRESH 3 LBS. OR MORE

GREAT ON THE GRILL

GROUND
BEEF
$ 69

2

SOLD IN 10 LB. BAG

FRESH FRYER
LEG QUARTERS

$ 99

$ 99

9

PORK
STEAK

2

EACH BAG

2 PACK FRESH FROZEN

2

$ 79

ST. LOUIS
PORK RIBS

PORK
BACK RIBS

$ 19

$

$

10 LB.

13

99

10 LB.

99

SAVE ON

SAVE ON

/ 5 / 13

2 $

SWEET GEORGIA

3

4 QT. PAIL

$ 99

1 LB. .

PILLSBURY GRANDS

BISCUITS
.............................
16.3 - 17.3 OZ.

PIGGLY WIGGLY CREAM

CHEESE
.......................................

1

FRESH CRISP

64 OZ.

¢

SELECT VARIETIES FRESH FROZEN

VEGETABLES
......................................
2 LB.

ORE IDA

FRESH

BLUEBERRIES STRING BEANS YELLOW ONIONS

1

POUND

$ 19

CREAM
.......................................

JUICE
......................................

89
POUND

$ 29

PIGGLY WIGGLY SOUR

PIGGLY WIGGLY ORANGE

TOMATOES

POUND

8 OZ. ......................................

8 OZ.

FRESH RIPE ROMA

PEACHES

/5

MARGARINE
.....................................

PIGGLY WIGGLY SHREDDED

FRESH PRODUCE

2 $

BLUE BONNET QUARTERS

PEPSI PRODUCTS OLD FASHIONED
ICE CREAM CHEESE
4 $
12 PACK 12 OZ. CANS

/5
¢
89
3$
/5
2$
/3
2$
/4
$ 00
1
2$
/5
2$
/4
$ 99
4

TEA ............................... 2 $

8 OZ.

48 OZ.

PINT

SAVE ON RED DIAMOND

GALLON JUG

FARMLAND

13

PER LB.

DAIRY & FROZEN
DEPARTMENTS

PER LB.

FARMLAND

PORK
SPARE RIBS

PER LB.

FAMILY PACK FRESH

6

PER LB.

SWEET JUICY

1

PER LB.

BONELESS
RIBEYE STEAK

CRISCO OIL

FRYER
WINGS
$ 79

2

PER LB.

NATURAL BLEND, VEGETABLE, CORN, CANOLA

FAMILY PACK FRESH

BOSTON BUTT
PORK ROAST
$ 19

USDA CHOICE BEEF

1574 West Government Blvd.
BRANDON, MS
Crossgates Shopping
Village

1

3 LB. BAG

$ 59

POTATOES

SHREDDED, DICED HASH BROWNS,
CRINKLE CUT/TATER, 5 LB. ...............
PIGGLY WIGGLY

STUFFED
3$
SANDWICHES
.......................................
2 CT.

/5

